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CARTRIDGES
Never misfire. A Winchester .44, a Remington .30-30, a Marlin
.38-55, a Stevens .22 or any gun you may use always does Superior
Shooting with U. M . C. Cartridges.
W e make ammunition for
every gun in the world and always of the same quality— U. M. C.
quality.

Fish and Game Odditifs.
This will interest sportsmen who
know how shy a partridge is: Mrs. J
B. Cole of Prospect Harbor was sitting
'•n her piazza on one of our recent warm
d j s when she was surprised by a par
n dge which alighted first on the rah
t"d finally fluttered to the floor t.eai
woere she was sitting. A few days af
tei ward the lady living in the next
im.ise found one with her hens when
she went to feed them at night, possi
bly the same bird.

WINCHESTER
S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L I E S .

RANGELEY LAKE HOUSE.

BAKER

CUNS

S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L IE S

Rifle and Pistol Cartridges.
1 he p ro o f o f thfc pudding is the eating ; the p roo f o f
the cartrid ge is its shootin g.

T h e great p o p u larity

attain ed b y M a n c h e ste r rifle and p istol cartrid ges
during a period o f o v e r 30 y e a r s is the b est p roo f of
th eir shooting q u alitie s. T h e y a lw a y s give s a tis fa c 
tion. W in c h e s te r .22 calib er cartrid ges loaded w ith
S m o k e le ss p o w d e r h a v e the celeb rated W in c h e s 
ter G re a s e le s s B u lle ts , w h ic h m ake th em clean er to
handle th an a n y cartrid ges o f th is caliber m ad e.

A good story is told of a Belfast hunt
er who went miles to get a shot at a
deer and when the guide had located
one, the tender-hearted fellow nesitated,
The Union rietallic Cartridge Co.,
“ Why don’ t you fire?” asked the guide.
“ I can’ t,” replied the hunter. “ It looks
A gen cy, 3 1 3 Broadway, N . Y .
B R ID G E P O R T ,
like brother Harry.”
Anyway, that
Depot, 86-88 First st., 3 an Francfso, Cal.
CONN.
was better than shooting at something
that ‘looked” like a deer only to find
A leading Maine resort. Golf, Tennis, Boating, Bathing, out when too late that it was a man.

_____________
_ _____
___ Fishing. Booklet free. Rangeley Lakes Hotel Company.
Rangeley Lakes, Rangeley Maine, John B. Marble, President; Henry M. Burrows, Treasurer.
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ALL SUCCESSFUL SPORTSMEN USE THEM.

A Washington county hunter brought

MOCCASINS. All kinds. First-class w ork down a freak piece of game last week.
manship Catalogue free.
It was a species of cat similar to a
M. L. Getchell & Co., - Monmouth, Me.

I T ’S A G UAR AN TEE OF QUALITY.
I
house cat but differing in that it was
* 2 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 Sold in Twelve Years.C^
larger, of peculiarly prominent black
'EVERY REEL W A R R A N T E D .
and white stripes and its paws were
protected by a heavy padding of fur.
Over 8 0 0 Styles and Sizes,
It was caught in a fo x tiap. It is prob
B O O K L E T S M A IL E D FREE.
ably a species of house cat which had
Special features of safety, strength
M c M illa n F u r & W o o l Co. strayed from home and become wild,
and durability combined with best
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
making a destructive foe to partridge,
W R I T E FOR C I R C U L A R S
STANDARDm e t a L g o o d s
quality and construction.
woodcock and other game birds. As
Send for free Quarterly.
yet, however, there is no movement on
thing. He discharged his rifle several
B a k e r C u n and F o r g i n g C o . , times h o p iD g to notify his friends in foot to have a bounty placed on this
Bird and Animal Cages,
Washington connty game animal.
BATAVIA, NEW YO RK
C age Specialties,Fishing Reels,
camp, but uo answering shot waB
There is at least one hear in Hanoock
heard.
Artificial Baits, Spoons, Etc.
22 Deer Killed at Howard Pond.! The camp, however, had become satis county traveling about on three feet.
CHAIN r-'Brass, Bronze, Steel and Iron.
WIRE PICTURE CORD.
fied Mr. Dezene was lost, and Harvey Two men were out hunting last week
Special correspondence to Maine Woods
Harlow—one of the brothers who run in the up river seotion where there was
198-Page Tackle Catalogue on Receipt of 25 Cents.
N orth I n d ia n R ook Ca m p ,
the Ledge House - a well-known guide, a bear trap set ready for the animals
T h e A n d r e w b . H e n d r y x C o ., new haven conn., u . s . a
H a n o v k r , N ov . 7, 1904. ■
immediately set out in pursuit. During that were abont at night and made
It has been the banner season for Mr. the day Mr. Harlow struck the trail of camping somewhat dangerous and dur
Holt and still he is at his favorite hunt the lost man and followed it fourteen ing the night the men were awakened
ing grounds and will be at his camp un- i miles through woods and swamps till he by a growl and snarling that betrayed
til Dec. 15.
at last got near enough to give Mr. the presence of a great bear. They
During the past week three fine bucks Dezene notice by firing his rifle that he went out cautiously with their guns and
Via the P O R T L A N D & R U M F O R D F A L L S R Y .
have been shot near the camp. Harry was being sought for. It was not long found a foot in the trap, a huge foot,
Through PARLOR CAR service during the Tourist season, j*
Elliott came in with a fine one that then before Mr. Harlow came up with too, and it is thought the animal to
W e mail, free o f charge, a book showing half-tone cuts of hotels
would weigh 175 pounds. He was well the man, who was in a very nearly ex whom it belonged would weigh over 600
and camps at all Rangeley Lake Points.
pleased with it.
hausted condition, and soon got him pounds. The blood from its foot was
P O R TLA N D & RUM FORD FALLS R A ILW A Y,
Leon Roberts also came in with one hack to shelter and comfort.
Mr. tracked from some distance hut the bear
R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager, Portland, Maine.
that weighed 150 pounds. This was his Dezeue had wandered into the valley was not visible. The bear had gnawed
off
its
foot
in
its
desperation
to
escap...
first deer aud lie was a beauty. He of Sandy stream, fourteen miles disshot it in an apple orchard.
tantfrom the starting point, and had
Speaking of big bears a South Wind
Buy your Ticket to Bingham, Haine,
Mr. Holt at this writing has shot 73 been 26 hours without food.
ham lady, Mrs. Freeman, has a rare cu
GUIDE T O
Via Oakland and the
partridges. He says he never saw the
riosity on the floor of one of her par
birds so thick as they are this year.
.
.
S
OMERSET
R A ILW A Y..
lors; a large and beautiful white polar
Mr. Holt intends to build a large log
PUBLISHED.BY THE
An Old Hunter and Trapper.
when you get ready to go
bearskin rug. The bear was captured
cabin in the spring to accommodate the
H u n t i n g or F i s h i n g .
Charles Lufkin, Sr., is not only an old by Captain George Leavitt of Portland
New York parties who wish to come to
during one of his late whaling expedi
Moose, Deer, Trout and Salmon in Abundance
Phillips
resident
and
farmer,
but
per
spend the season.
ENTITLED
tions to the Arctic regions. The ani
Rowe, Carry, Otter, Pleasant and Moxle
A large bull moose has been seen at haps the oldest trapper and hunter in
onds and Bald Mountain Lodge are some o f
mal
was
young,
being
only
two
years
ihe
most prominent resorts.
Up to date
town.
He
came
along
the
other
day
the Meadow grounds above the camp.
camps in every respect. Reasonable rates.
old and the fur is long and glistening,
200 pages and over 100 illustrations.
Two daily trains between Bingham and Bos
He is reported to be a big fellow with a with his rifle in his hand and his 70
for 10c in stamps.
ton. Round trip tickets on sale at principal
years of life resting lightly on his head, except a small place on the back just
Address Dept A.
good set of horns.
B. & M. R. R. stations and Portland, Maine.
below
the
head,
where
it
is
short.
The
Fishing opens about May 10. Information
C. C. BROWN, G. P. & T. A.,
A large party is expected soon from and told why he was out in the woods skin measures six feet from the t p of
cheerfully furnished by
Bangor, Maine.
Lynn to come to camp for the first snow when we met him.
W.
M. AYER, Mgr, Somerset Ry., Oakland, Ms
the
nose
to
the
end
of
the
short
tail,
and
Charles had found, a few days before,
hunting. The deer are now in the old
six
feet
and
four
inches
across
the
apple orohard and won’ t leave them un the remains of a large buck deer a few
shoulders from one claw to the other.
til the snow comes and then they will go rods southwest of the Thorn place on
the
land
of
H.
P.
Dill.
This
deer’
s
body
The Whirr o f the Partridge and the Whistle
to the ridges for the ground hemlock.
Bear With Bird Shot.
A party, composed of Mr. Morton and had been nearly all eaten by bears. An
While hunting partridges one day last
o f the
J. O. Bacon of Connecticut with A. G. old bear, by the way, lias recently been week, Henry Thomas of Skowhegan
ranging
around
the
west
margin
of
Howe of Hanover, is here for a week’ s
had an experience he will not soon for
hunting. This party is sure to get their Phillips and perhaps he alone was the get. It happened in Cornville, some
game as they are all good hunters and greedy eater in this case. Lufkin had seven miles from Skowhegan.
Mr.
can shoot without any buck fever. Mr. been to the place and set a trap on the Thomas had separated from his com
is beard by those who visit the
deer’s remains. He also told us that he
Bacon is a steward in a large hotel.
panions and was crossing a brook when
had many traps out for other wild game.
he glanced up and saw a large black
Tnen he went on to say that a deer sel
bear not twenty feet from him. He dis
dom got into a fox trap, but that the
charged both barrels of his gun at the
Lost In the Woods.
exception to the rule had nappened the
animal, but as the shells were loaded
o f Maine for game
day before. A deer had got into one of
with birdshot, they did no damage. He
Massachusetts Man Passes 26 his traps and taken it away by breaking
then started to run, but caught liis foot
the chain. Charles had followed the
in a bush and fell down.
Near where
Hours In the Woods.
trail and found where the deer had tried
he fell was a small hemlock tree into
to
get
rid
of
the
trap
which
he
explained
Edwin Dezene of Waltham, Mass.,
which he climbed just in time to save
are plentiful and the accom m odations are excellent.
while at Carry Pond in the lower Dead thus:
himself from being struck by the bear
When
a
deer
gets
his
forward
foot
River region reoently on a hunting trip,
For circular, address
Here he was kept over two hours, when
had an experience he will not not soon into a trap he soon lies down and tries
the bear becoming tired of waiting trot
forget, nor will he care to "repeat it. to push it off with his hind feet. This ted off in the woods and Thomas left
F . N . B E A L , Phillips, M e., F L E T C H E R P O P E , Phillips, M e.,
He got up early one morning and spot Lufkin had found, but did not find
his perch, and after a walk of 15 miles
Supt. S . R . R . R .
Gen. M ’g’r P. & R . R . R .
while breakfast was being prepared he the trap. Here the deer had made a in the dark through woods reached
he started out to do a little hunting tremendous struggle to get rid of the
G . M . V O S E , Kingfield, M e.,
town just as a searching party had
alone instead of sitting down and wait trap and the truth of Lufkin’s words started out to his rescue.
Supt. F . & M . R y .
ing in camp for breakfast. He was a was plainly to be seen.
For reasons which have to do with
stranger in that looality—which is said
To Camp Owners.
by the guides to be a tough place to the locality where Mr. Lufkin was met,
Many owners of camps who have
turn “ a green man” into' alone—and it the question is asked, How many peo
M a in e W oods regularly, but who have
was not long before Mr. Dezene realized ple know where Stetson pond is or how
bad no camp news in our columns for a
he was lost—had become perfectly be large it is and whethei it contains trout?
long time past, if ever, would do well to
Stetson
wildered and was entirely at a loss as Do wild duoks breed there?
We often get enquiries from parties who want a bunch of circulars
send us a little news about their people
pond is in Phillips 'on the south side of and their attractions. We would print
to the locality of the oamp.
We have learned that Mr. Dezene kept Lot 18, Range four and the northerly and it and it would pay the camps well. W e of camps and hotels in Maine and of Railroad and Steamboat lines. W e
traveling, and was unable to find any westerly side of this lot is Madrid town like to have mail sent to us as early as send these free of charge for the benefit of advertisers in M a in z W oods
thing to 6at, also that he had no line. The place is seldom visited yet it Monday, for the current week, when and our readers.
possible.
xnatohes with which to bnild a fire and is said good trout have been taken
J. W. B r a c k e t t C o .,
M aine W oods I nformation B ureau , Phillips, Maine.
there.
D.
F.
H.
cook it even if he should shoot any
Phillips, Maine
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Rangeley Sporting Notes.

Hard on the Mouse.

Special correspondence to Main e W oods .

Special correspondence to Maine Woods.

R a n g e l k y , N ov. 7, 1904.

R a n g e l e y , N ov. 8, 1904.

Lewis York has gone to Canada on a
A good example of how great a part
moose hunt. He is not guiding anyone the imagination plays with some people
on this trip but will accompany a friend is well shown in the following story.
who like himself is looking for moose.
Years ago when John Danforth owned
what is now tbe Parmachenee Club
Harry D. Quimby is at the camp on
country, there was a party of four or
Elm ridge guiding two men from Liver
five men who came every summer. They
more Falls who are hunting deer.
were^very hard workers, wilful, and dif
Frank Record is the name of one. J. A.
ficult to manage. Each of them carried
Russell was with them two days and saw
a heavy pack and knew the country as
ten deer but at that time it was so very
well as did the guides. Danforth and
noisy that it was impossible to get very
John Eastman were the only guides
near the game.
they employed.
One season they came aud at once
Lorin Haley, who is staying at a camp
near Spotted mountain and guiding two planned a trip to Arnold’ s bog. Now
young men, got a large deer last week. the winter before, Danforth had killed
They also found a young doe dead. three caribou and dragged them inside
There were no wounds that could be the Arnold Bog camp intending to come
seen on her but the tracks of a large for them before spring, but through
buck about her indicated that he had nef#' ct or laok of opportunity the cari
bou were not moved and he knew by
bad a hand in her undoiug.
this time the inside of the camp would
The local hunters are waiting for a be frightfully foul and untenable. He
good snow to aid them in hunting. wished to avoid making this fact public
Several expeditions are planned and a and so began to make excuses wby that
general crusade will happen when the place was not as good as some other. In
first good snowstorm arrives.
vain he endeavored to get them to go
D. E. II e y w o o d .
elsewhere but they were determined to
go to Arnold’ s bog and that at once.
Danforth did the next best thing. He
A Strange Fish.
Years ago when market fishing was despatched a man with all baste to tbe
the regular thing in the Rangeley lakes, oanrp to clean it out and put it in as
the question of bait was often a serious good shape as possible. So tbe next day
one. Holes were cut in the ice in a when the party arrived everything was
supposed good place for minnows and looking well but the odor was yet very
baited with corn meal or wheat bran. bad. They held their noses and began
Women and children usually did most searching for the source of the trouble.
of tbe bait fishing. A bough house was They looked under the bed, behind the
often built over these holes and the fish doors and under the floor and table but
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Sportsmen’s Show Number.
Ma in e

W oods

will issue a Sports

men’ s Show number for the

905

.

CANVAS

S P O R T S M E N ’S

S I/P P L IE S .

CANOES.

show

which will open February 21 and close
March 9, 1905. The edition will be 10,We manufacture a high grade Canoe, constructed w itn canvas cover, cedar ribs and
000 and we will distribute them free at Dlankine spruce gunwales, white ash or oak stern pieces and thwarts and brass bang
the show to sportsmen and others who

plates. The Lightest, Strongest and Best.

E. M. W H ITE & CO.,

Send for catalogue.

-

-

Old T ow n , Maine.

are interested in Maine.
Price for space $2.00 an inch.
Send an item for it.

GUIDE

CANOES.

Can we have your advertisement?
J. W. B b a c k e t t Co., Phillips, Me.

18 foot Canoe $ 2 5 oo, 19 foot Canoe $26 .0 0 , F . O. B. Old Tow n .
Model and finish designed expressly for use on hunting and fishing trips.
Maple paddles #3.00 per pair. Order your canoe and paddles to day.
The following petition with the fol CAKLETON CANOE COM PAN Y,
Box 1 3 9 .
Old T ow n , M aine.
To Stop Plug Fishing.

lowing signers has been in circulation
around Rangeley:

A. S. ARNBURU, R angeley, Maine.

C. P. R . to Doom Maine Resorts. Builder of Rangeley Boats. Write or prices.

To the Honorable Senate and House of

A special from Onawa to the Lewiston
State of Journal of Saturday says:
“ The Canadian Pacific, operating 13,Maine:
We, the undersigned, residents of the 000 miles of railroads, has at last awak
State of Maine and others interested in ened to the fact that Maine is fast be
the trout and salmon fishing in the coming the nation’s summer playground
Rangeley lakes, in said state, respect and plans are materializing to advertise
fully represent that the practice of plug the state as a summer resort in a more
fishing, so called, in said lakes, is rapid extended manner than ever oefore. The
ly diminishing the supply of trout and C. P. R. runs through not only one of
salmon therein; that the hatcheries now the most picturesque regions of this
existing do not and cannot replenish the state but also of the entire east. This
supply as rapidly as the present prac road aud the Bangor & Aroostook rail
tice of plug fishing is removing them; way penetrate the very best hunting and
and that in our judgment the public in fishing section of Maine.
“ The managers of the Canadian Pacif
terest, the good of tbe Rangeley region
and the future of trout and salmon fish ic are coming to a realizing sense of this
ing in the Rangeley chain of lakes re fact, probably through the extensive ad
quires that the practice of plug fishing vertising of President F. W. Cram’ s fine
system, the B. &. A. railroad. The
or still fishing be prohibited therein.
Journal correspondent gets it from the
inside that the C. P. beginning early
next season will add two daily passen
ger trains to their service between Mon
treal and St. John, “ The Imperial Lim 
ited.” Already the company’ s official
photographer, Mr. Bennett, and tbeir
scenic writer, Mr. Murphy, are at work
getting views and data on the attrac
tions Maine offers to tourists and spoils
men and the company proposes to ad
vertise Maine from the Atlantic to tbe
Pacific.
Representatives of t h e

H. M . B A R R E T T , W e l d , M e .
Builder o f FINE CEDAR BOATS.
||giF*Write fo r price list and descriptive
Catalogue.

Arrested For Shooting Scott.
Mr. Strickland of Bigelow who acci
dentally shot aud seriously injured G.
W. Scott while hunting a few weeks
ago has been arrested by Deputy Sheriff
Small of Kingfield and is about to be
tried as we go to press.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

American Gas and Gasoline Engine
Co., Portland.
Two shepherd pups for sale.
Bangor & Aroostook railroad, change
of time.

SEND

US

HUNTING

STORIES

Our readers are requested to send us
hunting stories. There are plenty of
things to write us. Tell us where you
go and what you see.

Address,

M a i n e W o o d s , Phillips, Maine.
IFLES. SHOT GUNS, REVOLVERS and
AMMUNITION. All kinds. Lowest prices
C h a s . L. Har n d f .n , Rangeley, Me.

R

“ They will make a special feature of
the Moosehead region and also the Ona
wa, the Attean lake and Long Pond sec
tions where Mr. Bennett has secured
mauy fine views. ’
According to one of tbe officials of the
C. P. R., they do not expect The Im pe
rial Limited to pay for the extra ex
pense of putting it on the first season,
but they do expect to eventually make
a success of it through extensive and
persistent Maine offers to pleasure seek
ers. Tbe Imperial Limited will be one
of the finest passenger trains running
over their entire system.
“ The highest trestle in Maine’ s system
of railroads, is to be built by the Somer
set Railroad company, in their extension
of the road from Bingham to Austin
Stream. The trestle will be built over
the ‘ Gulf Stream,’ five miles above
Bingham, where the crossing comes at
the deepest and widest part of the gorge.
It will be 112 feet high and 600 feet
long.”
ALL

ing was done with a stick about 18 inch
es long with a tiny hook baited w iih a
small piece of pork. Occasionally a
little meal was sprinkled in the water to
attract the minnows. It was a co'.d aud
cheerless job this catching minnows
and it often required much time and
patience.
Big chubs and sometimes
trout would be caught in this way.
Eunice Stone, who lived at Umbagog
lake, was an aunt of mine and a very
nervous and somewhat superstitious
woman. She was one day catching
minnows in this way in a little bough
house which her husband had made as
comfortable as possible, when she felt a
pecnliar jerk at her line and she began
hoisting it in. Her tackle must have
been strong for It held intact and she
soon landed a fuil grown muskrat. Just
how she managed to extricate herself
from the d'ffiaulty I have never learned
but it is probable that she let muskrat,
rod and all go back into the lake.
At another time the water came out
upon the surface of the ice around the
bole and she sat so long that when she
attempted to leave she found Ler skirts
frozen fast and was compelled to aban
don them.
D. E. H k y w o o d .

At Deer Pond Camps.
Mr. W. 8. Mygrant of Brooklyn, New
York and a friend from Boston who
have been on a hunting trip to Desert
Fond Camps returned to their homes on
Monday. They did not have the best of
luck as their game was rather small, bat
they got three in number. One of the
deer was something of a freak as be had
a stub in placs of one horn and that
hung down over his ear.
Mr. Mygrant sai that d light snow
w>u d very muoh improve the condition
of the hunting.

k in d s

of

gam e.

nothing could b e found.
Danforth
feigned as muoh ignorance and curiosity
as any of them in the search.
At last one of them took down a
mouse trap from off a shelf and there,
caught by the head, was a little mouse dead evidently six months siuce and as
dry and odorless as a piece of paper.
“ There! here—here it is,” said the
finder. “ Now carry it away and bury it
deep. We’ ve found the thing at last.”
The mouse was taken away and dis
posed of and the men, having become in
a measure accustomed to the smell,
complained no more about it.
D. E H e y w o o d .

Campers on Keunebago Stream.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry F. Beedy of Phil
lips and Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Greece of
Kannebunk have been at Herrick &
Hamden’ s hunting camp on Kennebago
stream for a week. Mr. Beedy says
there are deer galore in that section and
had it not been for the fact that the
ground was covered with leaves and
there was no snow, they could easily
have secured their limit of deer.
Mr. Beedy says the camp is a very
warm winter camp and it is as clean and
nice as can be. E. B. Herrick and Eben
Harnden were the guides.

Deer Shooting.
Mr. Sauter, taxidermist of New York,
and W. S Mygrant of New York, a fa
mous band leader, have been at Deer
Pond Camps in the Dead River region,
deer shooting. They returned to Ne*
York with three deer, a buck and two
does.

We, therefore, respectfully petition
the Honorable Legislature of the State
of Maine to pass such laws as are neces
sary to prevent and prohibit the prac
tice of plug fishing or still fishing in the
so called Rangeley chain of lakes, to
wit—Rangeley, Cupsuptic, Mooseiookmeguntic, Upper Richardson, Lower
Richardson and Umbagog lakes; or such
other laws as in Your Honor’ s judgment
will preserve the trout and salmon fish
ing therein from destruction.
As in duty bound will ever pray.
Dated this 30th day of September A.
D., 1904.
Residence.
Names.
Rangeley.
J. A. Russell,
it
T. R. Mathieson,
(1
A. L. Oakes,
<<
Elmer Snowman,
Madrid.
Sidney Harden,
Rangeley
E. B. Whorff,
U
Herbert Huntoon,
it
Frank A Higlit,
It
E. L. Haley,
it
W. E. Twombly,
ii
J. E. Haley,
it
C. N. Hamblin,
(ft
F. C. Porter,
ii
G. L. Love,
ii
C. W. Barrett,
ct
Nathan S. Albee,
tl
Wm. G. Russell,
(i
Wm. B. Smith,
ii
A. S. Arnburg,
ii
C. L. Harnden,
It
H. L. Dennison,
ii
F. E. Russell,
ii
W. D. Grant,
it
W. D. Quimby,
it
C. H. Neal,

“ The above item, clipped from the
State Board of Trade Journal, holds
true of Maine’s system of railroads
operated wholly within the state but
only thus far, for there is a trestle at
Onawa, on the line of the Canadian Pa
ciflic railway, across the outlet of Lake
Onawa, that is 130 feet high and 1400
feet long. Originally this trestle wa*
1700 feet long, there, being 150 feet of
wooden trestle at either end, but in re
cent years thiB pait has been graded.
Some few miles west on the same sys
tem there is another trestle across the
Wilson stream that is 1000 feet in
length aud 100 feet deep and these two
trestles added to the deep cuts, immense
fiill snd a great elevation admit of an
extended view of the whole Wilson val
ley, making the ride from Onawa to
Greervil e Junction one of the most picturesque trips in Maine. With a view
to strengthiDg the big trestle at Onawa, tbe C. P. railway management has
contracted with a Boston company to
put iu new and much heavier girders
the whole length of the trestle aud to
replace tbe old rivets of the entire trestle
with new ones.

Bigelow Dame Shipments.
Nov. 8: W. H. Robinson, Boston, two
deer.
Nov. 5: A. W. Robertson, Boston, two
deer.
Nov. 6: G. S. Frost, Waltham, Mass,
two deer.
O. H. Hallett, Bath, two deer, one
162 pounds.
W. M. Stubbs, two deer, one 205
pounds.
W. H. Jones, Boston, one bear.
Monday: C. J. Tript of New York
City, two deer and one fox.

A

BAR C AIN

F o r sale or exchange Steam Launch 49x12
Copper fastened hull, Roberts tubular boiler,
Alt house engine, built 1901, iu A 1 condition,
capacity 35 passengers, under government
license, cost $8,500, suilable for lake or trans
portation. Will take any reas' nable offer 'of.
land or cash.
t HARLES T1GHE,
V
55 Vesey St., New York City.

....F IS H IN C RODS....
New Store on Rangeley Lake House Grounds
Call and see my line of Raugeley Wood
and Split Bamboo Rods.

E. T.
Ranetelev.
THE

HOAR,
Maine.

RANCELEY

STUDIO.

Developing, printing, souvenir views etc
Amateurs can have .heir work prom ptly at
tended to by the m ost approved m ethods
Orders by mail solicited. 1 want to call the
attention o f hotel and cam p proprietors to
the fact that. I am always ready to do view
ing and outside work ol all kinds. Telephone
connections.

F. H. H A fin , P rop ’ r., R angeley, Me
Rangeley Studio.

Send Sixty Ct3
for (stamps taken)
a beautiful Trout
Fly Watch Charm
A perlect trout fly
enclosed between
glass crystals and
surrounded
by
gold band.guaranteed, interchange
able. You can in
sert any fly you
wish.
MAINE WOODS,
Phillips, Me.

S P O R T S M E N .
Order an up to date firearm. Subscribe t o
an up to date publication. Do It now.
(Mark this ad. for future reference)
32 W inchester Special High Power Rifle, $14.76
Reloading Tool com plete for 32 special,
2.78
Colt’s 32 Cal. Autom atic Pocket Pistol,
14.30
Colt’s 38 Cal. Automatic Sporting Pistol, 18.50
Colt’s 38 Cal. A utom atic Military P b tol, 19 78
Reloading Tools com plete, 32 or 38 Auto
matic.
3.00
Browning 12 gauge Automatic Gun,
• 33.00
W inchester 22 Cal. Automatic Rifle,
17.88
Savage 22 Cal. Automatic Rifle.
13.20
Chicago Typewriter sold on easy terms,
cash price only
35 0#
Ithaca Hammerless Gun, 10.12or 16gauge,
regular price 025.00, bargain price, 21.00
Write me when you need anything in sport
ing goods electrical goods novelties and
tools of all kinds. I can supply you.
Free subscription
the Ma in e W oods for
one year, regular pric $1 00 given tree with
each 010.00 order, or for tw o years with each
$20.00 order, six months trial subscription of
the above with each $5."0 order 'S'ngie sam
p le copies Ma in e W o ods free.
Premiums—Send $1 no the teenier subs- i'p tion p rice tor M a i n e W o ods andr> ceiveyonr
choice o f any article of spurting goods or
tool- ret dlin g fo r 40c or less, or one year free
subscription to Camp Fire Stories. Sample
copies 6c.
Send your order now and receive catalog
free, from which to select your premium.
Catalog to anyone sending stump. Address,
R. A. MOKRI8 ETTE, Sporiing Goods,
No. 303 W. Main Street,
Richmond, Va»
(Mention where you saw this ad.)

M A IN E
S P O R T S M E N G ;* UF P L iE S .
♦♦♦♦♦♦

S P O R T S M E N ’S

S U P P L IE S .

Mr. Iiussel Klein won 2nd general average.
♦

♦

♦

E. I. DuPont Company, j
WILMINGTON, DEL.

GAME HUNTING IN MAINE.

OF DEER.

the winds arise and the leaves fall aud The rocks, rude and ragged in a manner
nature around us seems to sink into rarely paralleled, were fashioned and
decay. It is said, in general, to be the piled by a hand operating only in the
season of melancholy and if, by this boldest and most irregular manner. In
word, be enent that it is the time of places the streams were lose aud invisi
solemn and of serious thought, it is un ble beneath a mass of fragments, partly
doubtedly the season of melancholy; thrown out of the old tote road and
yet it is melancholy so soothing, so partly thrown down by some great con
gentle in its approach and so prophetic vulsion.
In its influence that they who have
Some distance above us we saw, in full
known it feel, as if instinctively, that view, a most beautiful cascade well
it is the doiDg of the Master aud that known to many Maine tourists, issuing
the heart of man is not thus finely \from the side of old Spencer. The
touched, but to fine issue. It is a sea stream ran over a series of rocks almost
son which tends to wean us from the 1 perpendicular with a course so little
passions of the city. It speaks to us of i broken as to preserve the appearance ot
other enjoyments; it tells us of what 1 a uniform current aud yet so far dis
men have done in the Maine woods and |turbed as to be perfectly white. The
what men may do there. When we go j sun shown with the clearest splendor
out into the forests in the evening of the j from a station iu the heavens, the most
year a different voice approaches us. j advantageous to our prospect, and the
We regard, even in spite of ourselves, i cascade glitterei down the vast steep
the still but steady advance of time, j like a stream of burnished silver. At a
Whatever may be the passions which distance of three miles we passed an old
•ociety has awakeued we pause amid lumberman’s camp near a pond. It was
the desolation of forest. We sit down an elegant piece of water and we decid
In the camp of the hunter in the wilder ed, after iuucheou and an exchange of
ness and feel that all the destruction by stories, to prospect the adjacent woods
the lumbermen we witness, is the em
for game.
blem of our own fate. We rise from
Fresh signs were plentiful and the
“ birch” was answered, but the big fel
T A X I D E R M I S T S .
lows apparently apprehended danger.
From this pond to the object camp some
four miles, the mountains began to
change to the foothills. The annual
Itattgalfy, Maine.
foliage also had already changed by an
Game heads and mammals mounted early frost. Of the effects of these
early, also hides tanned. W rite ior changes it is impossible for one to form
circular. I can please you.
an adequate conception without visiting
the Maine forests, as the frost affects
different trees and different leaves ot
the same tree in very different degrees,
a vast multitude of tinctures are com
monly found on those of a single tree,
Game and Fish mounted and always on those of a grove or for
est. The colors, also*, in all their va
tn every known style by
rieties, are generally full and in many
instances are among the most exquisite
which are found in the regions of Na
ture. So complete was the enjoyment
A ll R ou nd Taxidermist, N orw ay and of every moment drinkiDg in this grand
inspiration and bagging a few partridges

N A S H O F M A IN E ,
Haines Lan din g, Maine.

Stoddard House Arrivals.
Special correspondence to Main e W oods .
F a r m in g t o n , N ov.

9, 1904.

Anions the prominent arrivals are the
following:

Tuesday, Nov. 1. Ueo. D. Clark, New Vine
yard; S. C. Lang, U. L. McKenney, L. G.
Blunt, Portland; W. A. Whitney, Wiuthrop;
C. H. Leonard, New Y ork; C. R. Hall, W il
ton; E. O. Russell, Rockland; G. W. Moxley,
F. T. Foster, E. W. Prescott, Geo. W. Moore,
C. H. Brown, Boston.
Wednesday, Nov. 2. H. L. Gower, S. P.
Felker, C. C. Files, Clias. B. Dickey, Dr. H. W.
Knight, Portland; W. H. Moulton, Hudson,
Mass.; L. F. Fletcher, Boston; Dr. C. W. Bell,
Strong; F. W. Patterson, Industry; C. W.
Cur Ms, Dexter; S. W. Humphrey, Philadel
phia; Ray L. Lambert, E. B. Lambert, Lisbon;
H. G. Wheeler, South Norridgewock.
M a n u factu red lay
Thursday, Nov. 3. Arthur Panichard, Rumford Falls; H. A. Cushing, O. C. Voter, S. H.
Stevens, R. B. Dasceidse, Portland; J. C. TirU N I T E D S T A T E S C A R T R I D G E C O ., rell,
D. G. Curtis, Strong; J. A. Wheeler, Lew
iston; Sain Engel, New Y ork; J. B. Soule,
L O W E L L , M A S S ., V . S. A .
Groveton, N. H.; A. R. Knight, C. K, Barker,
W. H. Tibbetts, Auburn; J. M. Canall, W. L.
that gathering twilight found us some H Iitl)S GREAT EM1)UEANCF. Senter, Boston; F. S. Benson, Norridgewock;
E. P. Webster.
distance from camp and a corduroy road
Friday, Nov. 4. F. A. Little, Augusta; F. E.
to traverse. We found the camp a per
Voter, Frank W. Butler, wife and baby, Geo.
feet haven of rest aud to our souls, that Partridges Shot by Guests Proved B. Cragin, Farmington; Henry Lowell, Au
burn; J. Y. Keazer, Colebrook, Frank Wy
were iu an attitude of receptiou, there
They Could Stand Much.
man, New Vineyard; A. S. Wing, Portland.
was music in all things about the camp,
Saturday, Nov. 5. John Pooler, Eustis; E.
Special correspondence to Ma in e W oods .■
the open fire, frying pan, teapot, brook
O. Greenleat, H. H. Rice, Farmington; Mrs. J.
G r a n d L a k e St r e a m , No v . 5, i904.
Robinson, G. H. Fletcher, Kingfield; F. A.
let near the camp, all furnished sweet
Smith and wife, F. V. Cook, Portland; W. J.
Luck attended Mr. W. E. Skillings of Graham,
Cleveland, Ohio; F. L. Dennison,
music; later iu the night the music re
Bangor.
West Paris very early on his hunting
Monday, Nov. 7. Thos. C. White, Lewiston;
sembled more the low growl of thunder.
trip. The first morning out he shot two L. V. Reynolds, Boston; H. Rounds, W. J.
In the morning both the guide aud my
Ryan, Portland; Roy F. Gammon, C. P. Mer
flue bucks oue of which had a large rill,
Farmington; W. L. Jones, Strong.
friend denied all accusations of disturb

i?

B E C A U S E O F S U P E R IO R IT Y .

our meditation at the call of breakfast —
fried partridges, corn cake, coffee, etc.,
ing the peace, the source was too per
Moose Answers
the Call and and prepare us for any emergency.
ceptible to me to be mistaken.
Our guide, an experienced hunter
Early morning found us stationed at
Meets His Fate.
whose bright intellect savors slightly to
advantageous points while the guide
egotism on the subject of stalking large
tried the “ birch” for two hours we pa
Camp Stories and Other Pleasures
game, leads the way to the haunts of
tiently wa ted. No answer. The guide
ot the Wild Woods.
the wily moose. As we advanced along
ordered us back to camp to await the
the mountain side we were struck with
N e w t o n v i l l e , M a s s ., N ov . 7, 1904.
eveuiug quietness. I had made but a
the wild and solemn appearance of
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
single step when the novelty of the situ
There is aa eventide in the year, a everything before us. The scale on ation ren ’ered me almost Immovable.
season as we now witness, when the sun which all the objects in view were My surprise was extreme. The move
withdraws his propitious light, when formed was the scale of grandeur only. ment I had made drew the close atten

- M E Z Z O. -

S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L I E S .

W H ic h h a s a tta in e d P o p u la r ity

♦

D. E. HEYWQOD, Taxidermist,
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AMMUNITION

won 1st general average with 194 out o f 200.

A “ BAKERS HALF DOZEN”

1904

OF

SMOKELESS

Both used DuPont Smokeless.

II,

IS THE B R A N D

A t Dows, la., on October 10th, Mr. Fred Gilbert

'

NOVEMBER

S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L I E S .

♦ ♦ ♦ +♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ j

DUPONT

WOODS,

tion of a spike horn who evidently had
considered me an object of curiosity.
As my object was a specimen head the
big fellow was allowed to trot away iu
his majestic splendor for a sportsman
satisfied to carry out trophies of this
size or to develop. Several days of the
keenest enjoyment were spent here.
A magnificent specimen answered the
“ birch” and died near the camp by a
well directed 45-90 from my friend’ s
rifle. The larder was always well sup
plied with small game. Our course was
then directed to the head waters of the
St. John river, which we reached about
3 o’ ciock on a Wednesday and proceeded
as soon as possible to spy out the land.
Good results of bagging big game were
reported from all quarters.
A large
party gathered by the campfire that
eveuiug telling stories, smoking, re
counting experiences of camp life, etc.
So pleased were all with the reports
from Nepisiquit that we decided to try
no other section. A party of five who
were about leaving on our arrival had
brought down four very large moose be
sides three caribou. We were joined by
relatives of miue from Fredericton aud
St. John and had a very successful trip,
killing two moose with remarkable
heads aud several fine caribou. With
nothing but the return trip to recount,

set of antlers five points on each side
and very perfect. The other oue had
W A N T S, FO R SA L E , ETC.
four points, their weight was estimated
Price i cent a word each inser
at two hundred and one hundred and tion. Cash with order.
seventy pounds respectively.

W A N TS.
Edward Dow shot a fine buck on the
Indian township last week and two moose
ANTED. Good chance f o r taxidermist.
One that can warrant moose and deer
have been killed near by.
heads. Write to vvm. We it z e l , Grand
Mr. Newbegin of Prinoeton Bhot a Rapids, Minnesota, Box 79.
ANTED. Several bear cubs in g o o d
moose also near the Princeton and
healthy condition.
State weight, aa©
Stream road.
and lowest rash price when answering. Ad
dress
G
eo . B. Ma c le a n , 100 Milam St., Hous
Mr. Sturgis of Bostan who came par ton, Texas.
ticularly for the woodcock and snipe
ANTED. One good toxliound, 11 years old.
shooting had very good success.
Price §10.00. W. E. D e n n y , Franklin, N.
Mr. Cook of Providence was another Y.
AMP TO LET.
Furnished hunting camp
successful woodcock hunter.
tor rent. No better country for big deer
Maine. Camps will accommodate large
Mr. Tibbetts of Millton accompanied in
party. F rank Ch ick , Franklin co., Madrid.
by a friend started Oct. 26 for the hunt Maine.
ing ground around Grand Lake. On
FO R SA LE .
the way they saw a deer in a field, drove
OON, Rabbit and Fox Hounds must be sold.
iuto the field, and shot the deer from
Lo v e l l , Putuey, Vermont.
their wagon.
OR SALE—Five male, two female, full
blooded bull terrier pups. For prices ad
Mr. Emmons Crocker and Mr. D. F.
dress, O. W. W illiam son , New Portland, Me.
Dillon of Fitchburg, Mass., are at The
Olt SALE—Two Shepherd pups, handsomely
White Douse, occupyiug “ The Owl” ,
marked, color sable, with white strip in
tlie
face, white ring around the neck, six
one of the log camps. Little hunting months
old. Price 6.00 each. E. M. Sm i t h ,
has been done by the party as they came Nortlifield. Maine.
OR
SALE—In
the Rangeley Lake region of
more for the rest. Mr. Crocker brought
Maine—A tine camp, fully lurnislied, ice
a fine graphaphone with him and they house (filled,) “store house and boat house;
power launch, boats, eanoeg, etc., etc. Best
have not been lonely. They have also location in the section. Will be sold at a bar
For particulars, etc., address Ch a s . T.
helped to keep others from being lonely gain.
Be e b e . New London, Conn.
an i they will be missed when they go
a s o l e n e l a u n c h f o r ^a l e —a new first
class gasolene Launch built May last, by
home. The party has brought down a
Thomas Stone ot Hwampsoott, Mass., was on
good share of birds aud two partridges exhibition at Horticultural Hall at Automobile
Show, used only two weeks, 20 f f. long, 4 ft. 6
of their string prove the fact that a in.
wide, Sagamore Engine 2>£ horse power, 3
partridge has great vitality. Oue had blade propeller, decks finished in mahoga iy,
bras ■;rails, oak finish, cauvas cover batteries,
been shot some time previous on the cradle oars and tools, vrtce $33C. Net cash F.
B. Greenville, Me. Can be seen at Camp
wing and iu healing it had caused a O.
Waumbeck. Sugar Island, Moosehead Lake,
Maine,
after Aug. 2 ;d or communicate with
large buuch of bone to form on the
owner, Geo. H. Rimbaclx, Prop. Crawford
joint. The other bird was minus a leg House, Boston. Mass., only reason for selling
and walked ou a stump of bone, well is, that a larger boat is desired.
OTEL FOR SALE.—During the past winter
hardened from wear.
and spring we had letters from several
hotel
men who wanted information in regard
Ouonaniche Lodge closed Saturday
to paying hotel property that could be pur
Oct. 29, and landlord Rose and wife chased. We couldn’ t name the right place
then; i ow we can. We know of a hotel that
left for Boston this week.
can be bought at a low price considering its

W
W

W
C

C
F
F
F

G

H

capacity for earning money, and ’ he cost o f
the hotel and stables. It is located better
f >r making good money ail the year
’ round than any other hotel in the same
county. We ate thoroughly conversant with
the conditions surrounding this very desir
able hotel property and we solicit corres
pondence in regard to it. Address the J. W*
Br a c k e t t Co m p a n y , Phillips, Maine.
AugU9t9, 1904.

Few lives have been
tilled with such thrilling
fexperiences as are nar
rated in

Ed Grant’s

THIS IS SOLID ENJOYMENT.

the sooner the narrative is closed the
better for the only unpleasant pare of a
hunting trip is where it ends. If busi
ness permitted we W >ulJ not have it end
but continue tbe reality on into au
imaginary one to bridge the gulf be
tween the one ended and the one which
is in preparation for another fall.
W. W. Bl a i b .

Captured Two.
Two deer were secured in Madrid last
week Tuesday by Mr. Charles Withee of
Winslow aud Roland Withee of Farmingt n. One was a 0-point buck weigh
ing 250 pounds and the other a 4 point
er, weight 200.

The Wuite House wm keep open later
this year the fall guests are making a
longer stop than usual.
The latest arrivals at The

Back Woods

White

HOuse are: W. E. Shillings, T. M.
Twitchell, West Paris; Mr. and Mrs, H.
D Eaton, Calais; Rev. Chas. Whittier,
Bangor; Emmons Crocker, D. Frank
Dillon, Fitchburg; John M. Taylor, Cape
Elizabeth; John R. McDonald, Addison;
C. W. Sturgis, Mrs. E. D. Bent, Mrs. A.
E. Willard, Boston; Dr. and Mrs. F. B.
Adams, Jonesport; Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
Myrick and child, Vinalhaven; Mrs.
Edward S. Crocker, Fitchburg; Mrs.
Loring Sears, Cambridge.

Fairy Tales

IV*A I N E
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Guide Gets Poetical.

A state of Maine guide who once
while writes a good woods story
M a in e W oods conceived the idea a
J. W . B r a c k e t t C o m p a n y , Publishers.
days ago that he couki write poetry
J. W. BRACKETT, Editor and Manager.
here it is:

P H I L L I P S , M A IN E .

W O O D S,

II,

D IR E C T O R Y .

1904.

in a
CAMl’ SUI’P- IES for sportsmen, carefully Ot ter and P ie r c e P o n d
d for transportation. Send ror prices.
for pack
S. S. Pierce Co.,Tremont & Beacon sts., Boston.
Sporting C a m ps.
f«w
Situated in The Forks Plantation, Somerset
ASK FOR fr> e catalogue o f Witch-Elk
and Hunting Bools. They always please. Wiichell County. Best trout and landlocked salmon

fishing in the state. Salmon were caught last
season weighing from Mi to 16 pounds Square
RANG ELE Y LA K E COTTAGE LOTS. Very tailed trout from £ to 0 pounds.
One August morning when the sun shone desirable. Rangeley Cottage Co. Enquire of
New camps and boats, good table, excellent
bright
H. M. Burrows, Rangeley Lake House, Range- spring water. For full particulars write to
Issued Weekly.
$1.00 a Year. I shouldered my pack basket and ate a good ley, or J. W. Brackett, Phillips, Me.
M L. FRENCH & CO., North Anson, Me.
bile
Ma in e W oods solicits com m un ication s and And staned for Chain of Ponds far away
If you want good
fish and gam e photographs from its readers
Where I . rrived safely at the close of the
M o o s e , Deer, Bear
When ordering the address o f y ou r p ap er
day.
chan ged, please give the old as w ell as new
or Bird S h o o t i n g
address.
E. C. AGAIN A W INNER
Come to Blakeslee Lake Camps.
If you want It stopped, pay to date and say Two of the crowd ha 1 gone ahead
To clean up the camp and bough the b ed ;
J O S E P H II. W H I T E , Prop r.,
Maine Woods Information Bureau gives in  Chop some wood, and wash the dishes
formation on Summer Resorts and Wishing And joint up the rods to try the Ashes.
Eustis,
Maine.
A t Crawfordsville, Indiana,
and Shooting. Boston office, 147 Summer St.,
with Boston Home Journal.
Although foot sore and weary, and all tired
October 5th, W. R. Crosby shoot
BLACK BROOK CAHPS.
out
This Edition o f Maine Woods I hiked to the Big Dam to catch a few trout.
ing E . C. won Frst General
222 Moose, Deer and Bears taken
The trout were In plenty and came with a
5 ,55 0 .
Vim
Average with 439 out of 450, and here the past three sea>ons.
And for an hour or so wa 9 right in the
Term s only $1.00 per day. Address
swim.
making a run of 202 in tl e two
F R ID A Y , NOVEMBER 11, 1904.
Sons & Co , Ltd., Detroit, Mien.

CLARENCE E. CALDEN, Associate M’g’r.

A l o c a l sportsman says that Armour
& Co. keep all kinds of game in cold
storage and can furnish a bear or a deei
at any time. That might prove a cheap
er way of getting game than traveling a
long distance and hiring a guide to
shoot it.
It might be cheaper but no state of
Maine air goes with that kind of a deal.

Well I caught a go d string, went back to the
camp,
I cooked them all by the tight of a lamp
Composed of somij.lar<l and a rag in a plate
But of course I can’ t tell you how many I
ate.

X Q. H A RLO W ,

days’ shoot.

-

Moose and Deer Hunters.

GO

the following headed “ Look before you
shoot.”
The idiot sportsman is getting his
fall work of slaughter as usual this sea
son. True, he has all seasons for his
own, but he is particularly prolific in
carnage when nature begins to take on
her autumn hues. If he sees anything
at a distance that has the slightest re
semblance in color or shape to fourfooted or feathered game, he blazes
away without any hesitation whatever.
If the victim happens to be a yearling
calf or a stray barnyard fowl, t h e
chances are that he will be able to slink
away unpunished. But if it be a human
creature, he is sometimes apprehended.
In that case he is full oi inflated grief;
not because he did the deed, but be
cause he was fuund out. For if he had
possessed a due regard for the lives of
others, the unintentional crime would
never have been committed. Of course
there is not the slightest idea of murder
in his heart or much else, nor is there
much in his head, and thus it becomes
a duty to the public to speak plainly to
him and call him by his right name. It
goes without saying that there are no
idiot shooters among the readers of tin’s
magazine.
But if there are any who
may be slightly careless in handling
firearms we would earnestly say to
them: “ L o o k before you shoot.” It is
not as if a false or careless movement or
act meant merely the turning of an
ankle or some other triviality that a few
days or weeks will obliterate. It may
mean something that a lifetime caunot
efface.

30 , 1604.

To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Will let you know how game is in my
section. Every man who has hunted
moose has got his bull moose and two
deer. Five bull moose killed since Oct.
15. Who can beat this so far?
Joh n C ushman

Steam heat and electric light*
throughout. Call or write for terms.

H. E. CAPEN, Prop’ r.,
Augusta,

«

-

Me.

HUNTING

FLY F I S H I N G
Every Day in t h e s ea so n
at

King and Bartlett Lake
and Spencet Stream Camps.
50,000 acres o f fishing and hunting
preserve is controlled here. Moose,
deer and small game are abundant.
Many brooks, lakes aud ponds furnish
fly fishing, where trout and salmon
rise to the fly every day in the season.
Log cabins are situated on the different
lakes and ponds and twenty camps on
King and Bartlett lake furnish hos
pitality to the man who fishes and
shoots. For circulars and further in 
formation, address

American

Mrs J. S. Freese Registered finite.

lowing:

K a t a h d in , Me ., Oct.

T h e center of legislative activity
outside the State House.
Rooms
are being engaged daily by leading
legislators. N ow is the time to en
gage headquarters for the opening
week.

HUNTER! TRADER! TRAPPER!

So we shouldered our packs likewise rod and
gun
And left the camp early in .search of more
fun.
Special correspondence to Ma i n e Woods .
The morning was lovely, the sun it shone
bright,
F a r m i n g t o n , Nov. 7, 1904.
Among the recent arrival* are the fol And we trudged.along happy with corn cobs
a light.

Katalidin Lake News.

Headquarters for Senators, Rep
resentatives and Committees.

block
After breakfast next morning with Ash line
B I L L Y S O U L E ’S ?
Also a shirt of a Kakie hue
and hook,
H
a
i
n
e
s L a n d i n g , - **aine.
We crossed the Big Dam and went to Gold Determined to outshine our homespun blue.
brook,
HARRY M . P IER C E,
All of the people also the cow
A place that is famous for gamy trout
WHERE TO GO FISHING.
W ere glad to see us and made us a bow
Spencer, Maine.
And in a very short time we were pulling Asked were we Hungry, we said you bet,
Ask Maine W oods Inform ation Bureau
'em out.
Farmington,
Maine, until May 15.
And Oscar may be eating there yet.
or circulars aud particulars.Pb. ilJir*
After fishing two miles we come to Green Grover and I went down to the lake,
camp,
Our minds made up some trout to take,
We cooked them this time without the For an hour or so we enjoyed great sport
T H E W ILD ER N ESS BECKONS
lamp.
Meanwhile we drank the last 01 our port.
1 cooked all the fish and we had a good din
fishing in the world, big game m plenty, a net work o f lakes and streams, a wild,
free, outdoor life 111 crisp pure air and glorious sunshine are its attractions. We
After supper the fair little Misses
ner
make a specialty of com pleiely outfitting campers, canoeists, fishermen and
And the crowd of course declared me a win Said now you boys must wash the dishes
hunters. Write for information
After this a pleasant talk
ner.
THE MOUNT KINEO HOUSE, C. A. J u d k in s , Manager, Kineo, Maine.
And the young foils slid out for a quiet
After the enjoym ent of this big feed
walk.
We dove down in our pockets and got out
They left tlxe old man to think it over
the weed
I thought of my young days when I was in
And hit the pipe for an hour or so
clover
When some one sang out its time Drake to
T H E S T O R Y O F T H E GUN,
But I hit the pipe aud went off to bed
go.
And enjoyed a good night’s rest instead.
One of the push with a wink in his eye
Is Told for the First Time in
Next day at noon (It came too soon) we bade
Says boys, I’ m very fond of blueberry pie.
them all good-bye
There were berries growing along the trail
And in a few moments we had filled our Willi glad hand shakes, and sad heart aches
to Stratton we did hie.
pail.
Oscar we left I am sorry to say
Well we had blueberry "pie and. raspberry And he is probably washing dishes to day.
short cake,
French fried potatoes, trout a la bake,
Biscuits.hot and flapjacks, too,
And our dessert consisted of pea beau stew.
Shooting, canoeing and camera parties
Next morning early before the sun rose
taken. Address,
We jumped out of bed and put on our clothes
Riverton,
Maine.
And planned what we’d do the next day or
two
When the gang all said its up Drake, |to you.
B y Edw ard S. Farrow, Late United

Stoddard House Arrivals.

Monday, Oct. 24. I. W. Fletcher, 11. Whitehouse, Augusta; L. H. Richards, Portland;
M. E. Bigelow, Springfield; G. F. Crowley,
Topsham.
Tuesday, Oct. 26. W. E. Lawless and wife,
Miss Blanche Lawless, Kenneth Lawless.
Lewiston; F. M. Gerard, Portland ; Chas. D.
Palmer, W. Thickens, Boston; Frank Wy
man, New Vineyard; T. G. Donovan, Bangor;
J. Bush, Gardiner; A. S. Wing, H. S. Hanxnxet,
S. B. Dearborn, Portland; L. S. Briggs and
wife, Boston; T. S. Bisbee, West Sumner; L.
W. Nickerson, Robert Sturgeon, F. C. Stickney, Portland; P. M. Watson, Brunswick; W.
A. Tarr, Lewiston.
Wednesday. Oct. 26. Mame Blackw ell
Stratton; Geo. F. Walker, Portland; Ed P,
Hall, Boston; J. A. Morrell, Brunswick; H. A.
Gerard, Boston; Wesley W. Bates, S. F.
Clarke, Portland; Gordon Campbell, Eustis;
Geo. A. Laller, Fred E. Richards, A. C. Saw
yer, Boston; H. N. Pratt, Portland; J. Arthur
Jones, Brownville; Miss Williams, Lewiston.
Thursday, Oct. 27. B. A. Lunt, Boston; Ed
win G. Foster, Portland; S. P. Weare, E. E.
Cutler, W. E. Curtis, A. R. Phillips, Boston;
Wm. M. Randall, Portland; C L. Young,
Lewiston; O. C. Voter, H. L. Gray, F. V. Cook,
Portland; Ralph McGarity, Madison; Fred
H Donle, Boston ; H. Washburn, Bigelow.
^Friday, Oct. 28. A. F. Green, C. O. Wood
man, J. A. Barry, E. G. Deland, Boston; J, G.
Bragdon, Haverhill; A. H. Hill, Gorham, N.
H.
Saturday, Oct. 29. W. E. Ellis, Canton; A
M. Seavey, Saco; S. A. Snow, F. Leary, Bos
ton.
Monday, Oct. 31. J. C. Harriman, Fryeburg, Me.; W. C. Blair, Boston; W. B. Adie,
F. W. Fogg, Portland; A. A. Berry, Megantic
Club; Elmer Brown, Mrs. M. J. Brown,
Ctrong; C. D. Dagley, Portland; E L. Brown,
Boston; Geo. W. Bailey and wife, BenuettM oultonCo.; Geo. H. Brown, New Sharon;
F. D. Grover, J a y ; I. W. Greene, Coplin; Mr.
and Mrs. W. J. Whitney, Boston; C. M.
Brooks, South Framingham, M ass.; A. F. At
wood, Boston.

A u g u s t a Ho us e .

Dead R iver, Me.

If you want record breaking heads com e to
Deer Luke Camps. There are more deer to
the square mile around Deer Lake Camps
than in any other part of Maine. Thirty deer
After supper while the Are was still hot,
were seen from camp in one day this sum
N
e
w
York
City.
mer. Small game is abundant. I can get
We got out the card deck and made a Jack
you the best of guides for moose and deer
Pot.
hunting. My camps are easy o f access by
I bluffed the pot on an ace and a four
five hours’ ride from Greene’s Farm Railroad
Station at a small outlay for stage fare. For
And the crowd soon found out I had been
particalars
address
there before.
We arrived at Round mountain a hard look
W. C. V an V l ie t , Eustis, Me.
ing
crowd
Look Before You Shoot.
Next came the llsh stories and o f all the
But
the
welcome
we
got
was
more
than
loud.
blank lies
The hunter who shoots before he It would have given the dev 1 him self a sur We were much in need of a wholesom e wast
: D ID Y O U E V E R
knows what he is shooting at, is be
And were shown to a cabin by Prof. Morse.
prise
coining altogether too numerous. The As I am somewhat of a liar in that line
Down in the bottom of Oscar’ s pack
amateur sportsman for November has
AT
I had them all down before bed time.
He had secreted a four in hand collar

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO.,

H O T E L S A N D CAM PS.

H O TELS A N D CAM PS.

By noon we came to Shadagee Fall
When a thoughtful old comrade says have a
ball
So we drank success to the trip at once
And
proceeded to discuss our frugal
lunch.
We talked up the matter as we sat down to
rest;
Each spoke o f the places where fishing was
best.
Up spoke our friend. Oscar of fishing quite
fond
I say boys lets “ hike” her to Blanchard
pond.

Modern Rifle
/

Shooting.

FRO M

THE

A M E R IC A N

S T A N D P O IN T .
BY D R . W . G. HUDSON,

is a standard work that is
much in demand.
Price $i.o o . Postage 10c.
sale by

very
For

M A I N E W O O D S, Phillips, Me.

We arrived at Blanchard’s somewhat tired
out
And Oscar proceeded to catch that big
trout,
At the very first cast he rose to the fly
And in just 20 minutes in the canoe he did
lie.

Send Three

So one of the party caUed Grover for short
Got out the fry pan likewise the pot
And started to cook in a very fair way
But in a very short time there was trouble to
pay.
Down came the 4ripot and spilt all the tea
Then I silently wished it]had been up to me
But the boy did his best and, received our
thanks
But no more on that trip did he play such
pranks.
Well once more we.smoked up and with
stories galore
We saw the time passing and wished we had
more.
So we stirred up the^camp ;flre ^andjjwent to
bed
And dreamt o f kthe; good times in store
ahead.
Next morning early we all hit the; trail
For;Round Mountain lake that lies in a! vale.
A spot that Is dear to sportsmen true
With mountains grand and waters blue.
Where trout and salmon, deer and bear
At the cabins a bang up bill of fare
All can be had for $2.00 per day
A nd old friend Dion holds full sway.

States A rm y.

The only publication of its kind in the
world. A Journal of Information for Hunt
ers, Trappers and Traders. Contains 64 or
moi'e uages each month on the follow ing:
Building Deadfalls, Setting Steel Traps. Bait
ing Traps, New Ways to Capture Sly Animals,
Night Hunting Dogs, Growing Ginseng, Lon
don Raw Fur Sales. Raisiug Skunk and
Other Animals, Letters from Old Hunters and
Trapoers, etc.
Subscription, §1 a year; single copy, 10c.
Trial subscription, m e months, only 26c.
Special offer, Ma in k W oods and HunterTrader-Trapper both one year, $1.50
Address, HUNTER - TRADER - TRAPPER,
Gallipolis, Ohio.

I remember a ‘‘ big one ’ I failed to get
And I bet you the cigars h e ’s laying there
yet.
Did he get him did you ask, you don’t know
the man
But if anyone gets there.Osear Wild can.

Well, the next question to come up
Was who cuts the wood and gets the sup.
Not me, says old Drake I did my;share
It’s up to you chaps to do something.rare.

Small Arms.

2 cent Stamps to

Experience

A s the author of “ Farrow ’s Mili
tary Encyclopedia” “ Camping on
the trail,” “ W est Point,” etc., Mr.
Farrow has long been recognized as
an authority upon all things pertain
ing to military matters. His latest
work, “ American Small A rm s,’ is
a veritable encyclopedia of knowlege
about the gun. It gives the com
plete history of all varieties of Small
Arm s that have been made in the
United States since its settlement by
the Colonists, and its descriptive text
is profusely illustrated by diagrams
and models showing the progiess of
American Arm s up to the present
day.
If you are interested in guns, if
you own a gun. you ever use a gun,
you cannot afford to be without this
book
It is the only work of its kind
in the world
Price $5.0 0 sold only by subscrip
tion.

backed by the general law of average
proves that the first appearance of
an advertisement does not bring
business nor even create much curi
osity. It costs little to advertise in
M aine W oods . A trial (one time)
M A I N E W O O D S,
insertion for business advertising is
a waste of money. If you go in,stay
Phillips,
Maine
in and it will pay you. “ Keeping
everlastingly at it” is the only w ay
to success.
In continuity is strength. In dis
am p
ir es
connection is failure. Few people
buy anything the first time they hear
about it. There is not a solitary
IN T H E
case where intermittent advertising
has brought returns compared with
that from continuous advertising—
that everlasting pounding away at
B Y E. W . BURT.
the public day in and day out.
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M A IN E

WOODS.

P H IL L IP S, M AINE,
For a little bunch of Back-

W ilderness

M A IN E
Phillips,

-

W O O D S,
-

Maine.

wood* Fairy Tales by
ED GRANT
of Beaver Pond, Maine.
Edited by F rancis I. M a u l b
“ T he’re not so—very slow.”

F

Articles and Pictures.
M a i n e W oods readers are requested
to contribute items aud articles abuut
their experiences in the woods for pub
lication in M a i n e W oods and those
who have photographs to go with the
stories should send them.

J. W. B r a c k e t t Co.
Phillips, Maine, Jan. 11, 1903.

A book of valuable information
for campers and sportsmen with an
account of travel* and adventure* in
wilds of Maine, N ew Brunswick
and Canada.
Price $ 1 . 1 0 postpaid.
Cam p Fires in the Wilderness
and M a i n e W oods i (year for $2.o<x
Address,
M A IN E W O O D S ,

Phillips,

Maine.

M A IN E
TRAPS AND TR A PPER S.

WOODS,

NOVEMBER

II,

1904

TRIP TO ONTARIO.

5

number of <ike weighing as high as 18
pounds each. We also caught a great
W h y do all
many lake trout, some of them weigh
A Story In Which Mr. Fuller ing 20 pounds. It wa< simply a ques
professional
tiou of dropping your line overboard.
Adheres 10 Facts.
The lake is simply alive with fish of a
Trappers insist
Few Deer Are Reported This dozen varieties. It ought to be, consid
ering the heart breaking portage m e
on having the
Year 1 11 That Region.
has to encounter in order to reach it.
Special corresp on d en ce to Ma in e W oods .
I had heard that it was a great place
Newhouse T rap ?
New Y o k k , Ncv. 6, 1904.
for moose and bears. Sam pointed out
a number of spots where he had euouun
BY W M. FULI.KB.
They want
I have but lately returned from a trip tered bears on his previous trip, but I
into the wilds of northwestern Ontario. didn’ t see any, or moose either, I had
Fur.
J had intended to tell you all about it Home rare partridge and duck shooting,
Address for free Catalog,
wh le my enthusiasm was still tuned to however. The birds were so tame one
concert pitch, but concluded fiually to could almost kill them with clubs. It
O N EID A C O M M U N IT Y ,
allow the glamour of the backwoods to “ was out of season” but we only ki.led
Oneida, N. Y.
PETERS CARTRIDGES and^LOADED, SHELLS
subside and treat the subject from the for food. Besides, the game wardens
afford more real, genuine SHtlsfaction, and give better actual results than those of
knew about that three mile portage and
Send 25 cents for T h e Trapper’s standpoint of cold, hard fact.
any other make Peteis Rifle and Pistol Ammunition Is loaded with Semi-smoke
Guide by S . Newhouse, telling how
I have bad considerable experience in stayed away,
less powder, which insures unquestionable superiority over black powder iroods
Peters Sho'gun Ammunition includes SEVEN different shells, each the best of
I had hard luck with my camera.
to catch all fur bearing animals and “ camping out,” both in Maine and Cauitsk m d Peters ‘‘ Ideals were used by the winner ol the Amateur Ci amplonship
o
f
the
United States in 1903. hew York was recently added to the list of State
cure their skins, with complete direc ada. 1 have been lured to happy hunt There was a leak iu it somewhere. The
Championships won with Peters Shells this year.
tions how to live in the woods.
ing grounds by wild, weird tales of ad pictures—most of them did not pan
/
venture recounted beside cozy firesides out. I have learned too, by sad experi
during the following winter. Then I ence that the times one runs across
Trapping Foxes.
would make my plans and hie me to the moose and other wild things on sucii a
T H E P ETER S C AR TR ID G E C O M P AN Y,
[Bangor News.]
trip is just on occasions when one’s
woods in quest of similar adventures.
There is a fool killer lurking around camera has been left behind in the tent.
Owing to the high price paid by the
N e w Y o rk : x8S kS K .feager.
C i n c i n n a t i , U. S. A.
I saw a number of beaver houses and
buyers for fox pelts, many citizens of I know. But what about the Nemesis'
some wonderful work done by these ani
eastern Maine are about to engage in of the backwoods storj-teller?
What about Smith who, seated before mals. There are a great many wolves in
hunting foxes for the money there is
I heard them howling bottom. We bowled through this rapid
in the business. To tell the truth, a log fire, listens rapturously to a beai this region.
SPORTSMEN GONE TO M AINE.
there is more gp?rt than income in chas story evolved from the pipe smoke of o ’ uights but never saw any. If this at a pace that fairly took our breath
ing foxes with hounds. As a pleasurable his guide and then retails it later on statement should meet the eye of my away.
Dou jumped overboard and
African tiger hunting Englishman he’ ll swam the last mile or so. I doubt if Quartette o f Hunters, Left lor
pastime for exercise and health the fol somewhat iu this fashion:
“ You see, Jones, Sam and I were go never speak to me again.
Camp at Jackman, Me.
lowing of the hounds will never go out
ever a dog swam as fast before.
“ But my dear fellow,” he remarked
of date, so long as healthy men live and ing over the portage at the north end
They ran a railroad into the Tema
At 1 o ’olock Monday afternoon Ar
80 long as foxes and hounds remain on of Lake Fizzlejigg. Sam was carrying on the occasion when we swapped our gamie country last spring. I have an thur F. Russ of New London, Edgar B,
the planet. But it costa money to keep the canoe and I was dding stunts with hunting stories, surely a small dog like idea that the moose there will wander Russ of Springfield, both formerly o f
a pack of hounds. They must be fed 100 pounds of duffle. We were about that (Don) would not attack a wolf. to other feeding grounds.
But Red this city, David B. Clark of New Lon
and cared for all through the year, and to go around a large log when we heard And if he seized the wolf by the hind Cedar lake will continue to be a great don and Robert Peters of Hazleton, Pa.,
leg, the animal would turn and kill him, moose country for many seasons to left for Boston, whence they left in the
all for the sake of a few months' sport a low growl. * * * #”
Of course that settles Jones and when don’ t you know? Ah, you were too come. There are very few deer in this evening for Jackman, Me., where they
late in the autumn and in early w>nter.
But there are other methods of cap he visits the same locality next year he quick with your ax. I see.” May the region. I wanted to spin you an inter will camp for two weeks. This is th«
esting bear yarn but I made up my mind same camp to which A. F. Russ has
turing foxes besides Chasing them with sees the same bear —in his mind—and Lord forgive me.
From Auima Nipissing we canoed to adhere to facts. And besides my gone for several years, and where a
bounds and guns. More than a score of both Smith and Jones come finally to
Maine men make good wages at trap believe that the animal actually existed. through the great Temagamie lake by English friend is going up that way party of looal hunters has been spend
ping the animals and those who have You know how one feels upon emerging easy stages a matter of 50 miles to Red next year. Get him to tell you about ing two weeks. Deer is the desired
game, and a license of $15 is required
learned the art say it is easier to get j from the wilds into civilization. And Cedar lake. This latter is in a wild and ’em.
You see, when I started this letter, I of each hunter, who is limited to two
rich catching foxes than to borrow' j when you are asked, “ Oh do tell us unfrequented region (also reached by a
money and wait for a wealthy relative |about your bunting trip?’ ’ Well, I ’ve series of nerve and body racking por called to mind one of Sam Tongue’ s deer. —Norwich (Conn.)Bulleton.
“ Just the thing for
to die. During the past week we have played the part of Smith as well as tages.) It ties to the south of Tema bear stories.
seen more than a hundred steel fox |Jones so I venture to qualify myself as gamie. And what a moose country. I M a i n e W oods , ” thought I. It would
Indiana Party at Spring Lake.
have seen as many as ten moose in a have even put to blush such a veracious
traps, which were bought iu Bangor, an expert iu suoh matters.
single
day
there.
Under
favorable
wind
A party of about twelve sportsmen
I
might
mention
here
that
I
met
a
few
chronicler
as
Fred
Drew
of
your
state.
taken op river by various huuteis. In j
fact, it would surprise many to learn the 1 eveniugs ago an Englishman who, for conditions I have paddled up to within I finally concluded Dot to poach on Mr. from Indiana have been staying at
Bize of the trade which Bangor has in 20 years or more, bad been in the con 20 feet of the oreatures. Then a move Drew’ s preserves. It’ s a great story Spring lake the last two weeks.
Nine of the same party were there a
W. M. F u l l e r .
traps every autumn. More than a hun sular service iu Africa and South Amer ment would betray our presence and though.
year
ago. They had three guides and
away
they
would
plunge
and
go
crash
ica.
With
all
the
seriousness
imagin
dred professional hunters go into the
took home thirteen deer, T h » year
deep woods of Maine every winter and able he told of a tiger hunt in the neigh ing through the bush along shore. At
Lost the Deer.
they had no guides aud their luck was
And leopards this sort of work Sam Tongue has not
spend months in trapping fur bearing I borhood of Zanzibar.
Ralph
Nicols
who operates a barber proportiuately bad.
an
equal
iu
all
Canada.
,
and
gorillas
had
given
him
many
a
hard
animals.
Most of
them make good |
They soon begau to tire of the hunt
wages, and all have very good times. tussle. If a tiger was found anywhere . On entering Red Cedar, Sam spied a shop at Stratton went out on Monday
Another class of hunters do a very good near Zanzibar it must have escaped bull and cow moose feeding in the water morning before breakfast to look for a and returned home by twos and threes
business poisoning foxes daring the cold from some menagerie. It was pleasant about a quarter of a mile off and 100 deer. About a half mile from the vil till there were ouly two remaining. At
weather when food is scarce. This fiction none the less. I then introduced feet from shore. The wiud was blowing lage he saw what be thought was a deer that time they haJ killed but one deer.
It seems tliat the worst thing against
method of hunting cannot be followed a few of my Ontario bears (at least bears towards us. Foot by foot we paddled but waited to make sure before shoot
them was their marksmanship for if re
near human habitations, because the do exist iu Ontario—I know —I’ ve seen up. Every now and then the great ani ing. The thing started and ran fiercely
and as it was.headed towards the main ports are true they did some rather
mals
would
lift
their
heads
and
stare
at
the
skins—in
New
York.)
I
now
feel
poison used, which is strychnine, is
bad shooting.
very active and powerful, making It a that I ’d like to go to Africa and bag a the strange objects coming in their di road which at that place was straight
rection. We would remain quiet, not for a long way he got reauy to catch it
few
gorillas.
Doubtless
my
Englishman
dangerous commodity to put out close
moving a muscle. When the animals aB it came into the opening.
General Supt. of Hatcheries W. E.
to places that are populated. In back feels the same regarding those bears.
When it ciossed the road be fired Berry of Winthrop was at Sebago lake,
resumed feeding a few paddle strokes
But
to
get
back
to
my
recent
camping
fields and pastures, however, where
without lifting the blades from the with a 45-70 rifle and the animal col recently, looking after the distribution
dwellings are remote and foxes are trip. I certainly visited a wonderful
water
would bring us still nearer. We lapsed in a heap; but got up and floun of fish from the hatchery, and taking
country
and
I
assert
right
here,
despite
plenty, the skilled distributor of poi
could hear their heavy breathing and dered aw ay into tall grass, bog, bushes, fish spawD. Mr. Berry reports that a
soned pellets of fat makes money and the foregoing remarks, that—this time
returned their stare. The tension be aud a place where nothing but a crazy |large number of large salmon are com
runs slight risk of doing harfti. It —I am going to adhere strictly to facts.
came almost insupportable. Finally we animal and mere crazy hunter would ing into the weirs, and he had an oppor
We
outfitted
at
Mattawa,
a
little
town
would seem with all the other ways of
Although there was blo^d tunity to measure and weigh some of
got so near that another stroke of the follow.
on
the
Canadian
Pacific
railroad.
slayiug Reynard that are in use, we
paddle would have bumped us into along the trail at first, it was soon lost them. One of the big ones measured 33
“
W
e,”
comprised
Upton
Sinclair,
a
could get along very well without rethem. The great brutes became un and a two hours’ search failed to find inches iujlengtb, aud weighed 20 pounds
sort’ng to poison. Most of us associate young author whose recent novel, “ Ma
easy and then a snort and a wild scram auy traces of it beyond the first Jew an other, 18 pounds.
nassas,”
has
created
such
a
stir
in
liter
An unusually
the.use of deadly drugs and minerals
ble for the shelter of the woods. Those yards.
ary
circles;
Sam
Tongue,
the
very
best
large numbe; of trout are running into
with rats and cockroaches, or else conare moments that make life worth liv
the.'spawuing beds, more than have ever
s der the use of such th iig sa s past. guide in Canada (ask anyone in Quebec
ing.
been seen before.
There have been
Hunter Was Slow.
The fox is a sly and careful creature, and Ontario if this isn’ t so) the writer
One night Upton and I put our blan
and
“
Don.”
The
latter
is
a
cocker
taken,at
the
hatchery,
70,000 trout eggs
who can look out for himself under or
A sportsman who was hunting from
kets in out canoe and paddled up to a
dinary conditions so we have no great spauiel that I had in Maine the year be
Spring lake this fall had an odd exper and 140,000 salmon eggs, and 160 000
marsh and then made ourselves as com 
sympathy for him. But when we take fore.
ience while shooting partridges. He salmon, which were batchea last spring,
Don bad a battle with an eagle (iu a fortable as possible for the night. All shot one knocking it over and while it will be kept there during the winter,
advantage of his extreme hunger for the
night long (it was very dark) we heard
purpose of slaying him and making Canadian magazine.) He also had a
was yet fluttering about he started and planted next spring.
them splashing about and at daylight
profit on his pelt, there is something lively adventure with a bear (some place)
leisurely forward to get it. He had
we counted no less than six moose feed
about the transaction that does not ap but it was in the Sturgeon river, On
gone but a few steps when a fox leaped
Two Papers, $1.50.
tario, that be bad a swimming match ing within fifty yards of the canoe. from concealment and seizing *he part
peal to our finer sentiments.
M a in e W oods readers, who want
with a calf moose. The latter beat him One of them, a cow, seemed to regard ridge, dashed away with it before the
out a hundred yards or so in a mile us as commonplace and remained feed hunter cculd get in another shot.
to subscribe for M a i n e W oodsm an ,
and a half course. From a canoe along ing while the rest scampered off. We
W ild Cats on the Increase.
my weekly local paper, can have it
side I took several snap shots.
My paddled up close but the cow didn’ t
No animal is more easily trapped
£ Abram W . Sargent of New York was at 50 cents a year in addition to their
films were light struck. I thought I seem to mind.
than the wild cat yet it is evident that had a oinch on this yarn until I got my
Don had great sport in the woods. in Bangor recently on his return Lfrom a M a in e W oods subscription. This
they are on the increase in the Range photographer’ s report. So you see I ’ m He frequently brought rabbits into hunting trip in the Oxbow region^ Mr. makes both papers cost only $ 1 .5 0
Sargent has fine [luck[. in hunting and
ley and Dead River country. Where helpless. I can only assure you t jat oamp. Once he caught a young loon.
a year.
He generally retrieved the ducks we brought down^two [fine bucks while his
the
facts
stated
in
this
letter
are
real
they came from is a mystery though
M a in e W oods , Phillips, M e.
shot. Once I shot a very large horned companion got a big moose with an un
facts and not pipe dreams.
there have always been a few in the east
We had two canoes, one large tent, b ! x owl. I only broke its wiDg. It was usually good head. Mr. Sargent;says he
ern part of the state.
G am elanus ol M aine.
pairs of blankets, 60 pounds of flour, 60 perched in a cedar tree near the shore has never known thej partridges to be so
Ansel Eames of Flagstaff says be pounds of bacon and the usual allot and fell into the water. Don thought plentiful as they are this fall. A man
BT OKO. N. VAN DYKE.
found a full grown deer last winter, ment of canned stuff, sugar, tea, coffee, it was a duck and went after it. Poor hardly needs a gun to get all the birds he
The forests, lakes,ponds and
streams, the camps and lodges,
Don. The owl attacked him with beak wants, for they are running’ on.the'ground
dead, with a hole eaten in its throat as etc., not omitting our guns and fishing
guides, game ana game laws or
and talons. He was a badly mauled dog in coveys and almost get under, the feet
the great wl'derness. Illustra
taokle.
the only mark on it, where a wtld cat
ted,
100 pages. Price 26c. With
Our first experience was in tackling a when be finally got away. It took the of the hunters. ..i.T.anxa B'JL’ fc! d-T.ad.T.a
M a in e W oods one year, fl.io.
had drauk its blood.
three-mile portage, into Anima Nipis- spirit all out of him for nearly a week.
There are few people who are familiar sing lake. I’ ll never forget that trip. He approached a duck or partridge very
enough with wild ca*s and lynx to dis It took us all day. I ’ m tired yet at the gingerly after that.
Don subsequently discovered a new
tinguish ODe from the other, 'l hey are mere thought of it, Sam bad visited
this lake several years before. I doubt species of rabbit with long, sharp quills.
almost identical in appearence and al if anyone had been there in the mean Also auotlier variety emitting a very o f
if- you t\eed
R e v o lv e r
dJI.
most any written description will apply time. This lake lies between Lakes fensive odor. He is a wiser dog now.
Temiscamlng and Temagamie. It is He is indifferent to poroupines and
f ir O
P O L IC E A U T O M A T IC
equaiy well to both.
There is one distinguishing mark be- about 18 miles long, some three wide in skunks are his pet aversions.
• V A I k ! DOUBLE. ACTION REVOLVER
The southern watershed of the lakes
tbem that can be relied upon. The feet spots and contains a dozen or more is
is Adapted f o r quick use. Absolutely reliable)
of the Temagamie region is known as
of the wild cat are small and bald on the lands. It’ s water is clear as crystal.
the
Temagamie
river
whioh
empties
It would be impossible to exaggerate
T^rfeet ir\ every detail) Accurate) .safe; durable.
bottom like those of a house-oat, while
those of the lynx or loupcervier are the fishing. I caught 60 bass the first into the Sturgeon river and finally into
FOR
R E V O L V E R C A T A L O O U t, A D P R C S 9 D t r t . 2 4 >
Lake Nipissing. The last seven miles
muoh larger and the bottoms are com  morning oat, the smallest weighing
H A R R IN G T O N fc RICHARDSON ARM S CO:
pletely haired over like the feet of a pounds and the largest 4* pounds. In of the Temagamie river is a rapid, rush
W ORCESTER
one of the grassy bays we caught any ing along like a mill race over a pebbly
rabbit.

"\bu need it quic

H
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EXPERIENCE OF FOUR BOYS.

Many Ruses Reverted to Get Game Deer Stories as Told by Waldo
Birds by Wardens.
The game shipments are running small
now, Thursday’ s receipts being only 42
deer aud five moose, while up to noon
Friday only 17 deer had been brought
down. A.n encouraging fact about the
shipments is that though the shipments
of deer run very small some dayB the
moose continue to come in very fair
numbers, and there is scarcely a day
when a half dozen or more of the big
animals are not brought down.
There seems to be a crowd of men
down in Wash ngton county who can
not keep from trying to send game birds
and yenison by the wardens illegally.
The wardens have always had more or
less trouble from this sort of thing in
Washington county and it appears like a
systematic effort made by some persons
in that section to send game out of the
state in violation of the law. The ruses
resorted to by the law breakers are
mauy and varied, butter-boxes, eggorates and evenbaarels half full of clams
being used iu an effort to conceal the
game which is hidden in them.
A great deal of game which is being
transported in this manner is seized at
the Bangor station but though the
wardens can stop most of it before it
gets by they seem unable to break up
the practice at the other end of the line.
Thursday evening Warden Neal seized a
box containing several nice plump par
tridges which w e r e being shipped
through to New York and billed as
breakable express matter.
Wardens Neal and Blanding who are
on duty at the Bangor stations have
been oaused a great deal of inconven
ience this fall by the carelessness of
lom e people in transporting game birdB.
Nearly every returning sportsman has a
number of partridges and they try to
transport them in all sorts of ways. The
nonresident sportsmen are all right as a
rule for they know that they are not al
lowed to take birds home with them
without paying for tags to mark the
birds aud accompanying the same. It
is the sportsmen living in the state who
oause the wardens the most trouble.
These men think as long as they are
along with the birds they are all right.
A resident of the state is allowed to
take home with him 15 birds, bat these
birds must be tagged, with the name
and residence of the owner and the own
er must be ou the train with them. A
man can carry his birds any way be
pleases until he gets on the train but
after that he must comply with the law
and have his birds tagged w ith his nam
and address. If he does this he does
not have to carry the birds but can put

County Sportsmen.
Buck Conies Out Near Belfast and
Trots Along W ith a Horse.
Mrs. Clarence Wyman of Belfast had
a singular experience with a deer re
cently. She was driving to Swanville
with a few apples in a carriage. A
short distance above Mason’ s Mills in
East Belfast a large buck deer came out
of the woods and trotted along some
distance beside her horse. The deer fi
nally crowded over until h i s sides
touched the thill of Mrs. Wyman’ s car
riage when the horse became frightened
and bolted into the ditch. The carriage
was partially upset and Mrs. Wyman

WOODS.
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Game Notes.
The highest judicial tribunal in the
state of Illinois has recently handed
down an important decision relative to
the hunters’ license law in that state.
A member of a club, owning land, but
a nonresident, hunted on the club’ s laud
without a license, claiming that the law
was in violation of the U. S. constitu
tion. He was prosesuted and this deci
sion upholds strongly the constitution
ality of the hunters’ license law. Illi
nois—in fact about all the states have
not only a nonresident hunters’ license
law, but a resident license law as well,
to hunt game or birds
Mr. Carleton is
strongly of the opinion that Ma’ne
should copy after Illinois and many
other states and euact a law that all
residents should pay $ 1 for the privilege
of hunting, except owners of farm lands
on their own premises. Human life

TWO OLD TIMERS.

was thrown out but escaped with a few
slight bruises. The deer kept on up the
road as though nothing bad happened.
Four Frankfort youngsters, Harry
Snow, Donald Clark, Frank McCambridge and Forest Catlin, were hunting
between Frankfort and Winterport when
they came upon a big buck deer. One
of the boys fired at him, the shot taking
effect. The deer showed fight. All
four of the boys dosed in on him, blaz
ing away excitedly. It is estimated that
50 shots were fired in all before the deer
finally succumbed. It was a fine buck
weighing 285 pounds.
All h a n d s
slairaed a share in the honors. The
head will be mounted.
Two deer have been shot in Searsmont
by Fred Johnson and Dell Dunton of
that town and one has been shot In
Nortbport by Freeman Crockett.
The Freedom correspondent reports
two killed in that tovn.

would be safer in the woods.
The legislature of Vermont has been
struggling with the game question. It
has enacted a nonresident hunters’ li
cense law of $15—to kill one buck deer.
Vermont has no moose. By the provi
sions of the law no buck with horns
less than three inches In length is to be
shot. This, it is thought, will prevent
the random firing at anything that
moves, regardless of distinction between
bird, beast and man. If the horns are
seen with such clearness as to determine
that they are not less than three inches
in length men, as well as does, should
be safe from accidental shooting.
This feature of the law seems to be
highly commended by the sporting pa
pers. The Vermont law also has a re
quirement that every person who shoots
a deer shall report the same to the com 
missioners, giving its weight or esti
mated weight.
After all is said, Maine has the most
liberal game la ws of any state in the
American Union that has any big game.
Many believe these laws are altogether
too liberal and that the supply of big
game is doomed unless it is further pro
tected.—Bangor News.

HAVANA N E W P O R T ’ S

them in the baggage car or express car
only being on hand at the Bangor sta
tion to satisfy the wardens that the
birds are his. If the returning sports
men would oomply with these require
ments they would save the wardens
muoh trouble and might often save their
birds. The wardens have a perfeot right
to seize any birds which are not marked
aooording to law but they do not wish
to avail themselves of this because it is
merely a technicality.—Exchange.

While out after birds last week in the
vicinity of Belfast, Charles Bradbury
and W. F. Weshe saw three deer in an
orchard. They did not appear at all
disturbed by the presence of the hunt
ers.
Everett Pierce of Belmont shot a large
buck near Hull’s Corner, Monday.

M A IN E W O O D S
The Fish and Gam e authority of
all North Maine. $ \ .oo a year.

» 1904.
..

W IF E W A S F A IT H F U L

Price 25 CIs.

T H E ANGLERS
A N N U A L.

;iips Beard Off Man W ho Wanted

D isclosin g the haunts and habitso f the popular sport in? fishes, am!
the favorite baits, rods and tackle
' the expert angler.

Her to Elope.

Edited by Charles Bradford.

Victim W i l l Sue M odern D e lila h fo r
Ten T h o u s a n d D o lla r s, A lle g e d
V a lu e o f His h ost H irsu te
A d orn m en t.
And then, the lover;
ligrhing- like furnace, with a w oeful ballad
Uade to his m istress’ eyebrow s: Then a ,
soldier;
(Tull of strange oaths, and bearded like the
pard,
lealous in hon or, sudden and quick in
quarrel—

And then—but the rest almost is too
MAINfci WOODS,
sad to tell. No longer is Anton Opeillo
Phillis,
flaine.
bearded like the pard; no longer does he
sing sad balladu to his mistress’ eye
brow. His song, if he sings, is a dpge
M A P S .
dedicated to his own whiskers. They
ire gone, and so is his happiness. When
love flew out of the window, the whiskers
M a i n e W o o d s has frequent en
went out of the back door.
quiries for maps of the fishing re
As Samson had his Delilah, so did
gions of the state etc., and we can
Opeillo have his Anna Pindros. She has
furnish the following Maine Maps;
i boarding house In South Chicago
Opeillo lives two blocks away. And two Rangeley and Megantic districts, 25c
Mocks isn’t far when two people were Rangeley and Megantic districts,
playmates and sweethearts in Poland,
very large,
50c
kt any rate, Opeillo, whose home is at
Moosehead and Aroostook dis
8207 Houston avenue, usually found his
tricts,
50c
way to the Pindros home, 8327 Baltimore
Millinocket
and
Munsunganlakes,
avenue, several times each week.
$1.00
There was only one cloud on the hori
zon o f Opeillo’s happiness. That was a Maine, Northern, for sportsmen
husband. His name is Michael Pindros,
and lumbermen,
25c
and he is broad shouldered, strong of
Franklin
County,
50c
arm, fiery of disposition, and couldn’t be
50c
more healthy if he fulfilled the promises Oxford County,
of breakfast food advertisements. For Somerset County,
50c
exercise he works in one of the South
Aroostook County,
50c
Chicago steel plants.
50c
W ell, for a time all went well. Opeillo Piscataquis County,
<;oc
was content to speak of the days when Washington County,
he wore the czar’s uniform and Anna ad Outline map of Maine, 30x36 in. $1.00
mired him, and the nights when he Geological map of Maine,
35c
walked beside her from the village to R . R . map of Maine,
35c
her father’s cottage. Although there Is U . S . map, size 18x29,
50c
no authority for this it is presumed that Androscoggin county,
35c
Anton looked into Anna’s eyes and re Cumberland county,
35c
marked:
Hancock County,
50c
“ Ah, tnose were happy days!”
35c
But speaking soft somethings did Kennebec County,
35c
not content Anton. He longed to claim Knox County,
his sweetheart of his home country for Lincoln and Sagadhoc Counties, 35c
50c
his own. Always, just as he was bask Penobscott County,
35c
ing In the sunlight of her smiles, tb» W aldo County,

Y o rk County,

35c

L O T T E D T IM B E R L A N D S .
Aroostook County, section plans
Nos. 3, 4 and 5, from Grand
Lake to Fort Kent,
50c
Hancock County, section plan
No. 2,
50c
Penobscot County, section plans
Nos. 3 and 4,
$i.o o
Piscataquis County, section plans
Nos. 1 , 3 and 6,
$ 1.3 5
Somerset Count)’, section plan
No. 6, and Franklin Co. map,
$1.00
Washington County, section plan
Nos. 2 and 3,
$1.00
Oxford County section, see Ox
ford county map
50c
Postage paid upon .receipt of price
M A I N E W O O D S , Phillsps, Maine

ANNEX

Capital o f Cuba, with Its Rare Beau
ties, Promises to Become a R e
! ton decided he couldn’t wait for this
sort of Fashion.
i cloud to roll by.
So he proposed to Mrs. Pindros that
Havana promises in a few years to be
come one of the spokes of fashionable they fly together. He pictured purple
resort of which Newport is the hub— poppy fields of forgetfulness, where
not because it possesses any attractions love would—
But just then something, or, rather,
of itself, but entirely because of the rare
beauty of many of its women, according somebody, hit Anton. He doesn’t re
to the New York Press. The girls of the member just what did happen, except
Martinez family are perfect types of the that when he opened his eyes Mrs. Pinsplendid creatures depicted in Moorish : dros was sitting on his chest.
“ D og !” that is the first word he re
art—the soft, languorous eye, the faint
red glow beneath the olive skin, the ' membershearing. He didn’t listen hard
|swelling bust, the perfect curve in the [ though, for he was watching a pair o
shoulder outline and true cupid-bow shears which had been on the sewin.
mouth, which all Spanish pcets declare table.
“ Bang” went his head back on tfcf
a heritage of the daughters of Castile
alone. It is certain there is abundance floor, as he tried to raise it. And wltv
of this form of feminine loveliness now one hand on his forehead and her whole
I In Havana, or on its way there. The weight on the place where he would
most striking and statuesque beauty wear a protector If he were a baseball
perhaps is the wife of Regino Truffin, catcher, the other hand came near his
Russian charge d’affaires. Silvia Alfon face.
“ Snip-snip” w n t the scissors, and be
so, the wife of Emilio Terry, is one of the
most beautiful brunettes in Cuba. The fore poor Anton knew it one side of hie
Spaniards raved over her. Many of the mustache, his pride and joy, was sev
nice old men in the Millionaires’ club ered.
“ Snip-snip” went the shears again, and
are going down to Havana this winter,
and it is probable they will pave the way he felt the zephyrs penetrate his chin,
for turning the Cuban capital into an long protected by his luxuriant beard.
Then, like Samson, he made a mighty
annex of Newport.
effort and threw her from him. But as
be struggled to his feet he saw her seize
the tufts of hair and toss them from the
Charcoal for Wounds.
back door Into the alley.
At a cost of 25 cents Japanese doctors
According to the Chicago Inter Ocean
can dress the wounds of 500 men. They Mrs. Pindros will have to explain a
use a finely powdered charcoal obtained charge o f disorderly conduct to Justice
by the slow combustion of straw in Foster, for Anton secured a warrant for
closed furnaces. Sachets filled with it are her arrest as soon as he left her house.
applied to the wounds, and its antiseptic
But this Is not all. Anton, who con
and absorbent qualities generally effect siders himself quite a beau, declares that
a rapids cure.
the loss o f his whiskers has caused other
women who looked upon him not un
Do A w ay with Prison Stripes.
kindly to turn from him, and says he
Following the abolition of the lockstep
w ill sue Mrs. Pindros for damages. He
and the cropped head in New York state thinks $10,000 barely would recompense
prisons has come the doing away with him.
the stripes on convicts’ clothing, and
“ Ah. those were whiskers.” he says,
8,000 suits minus the stripes are being sorrowfully, as he reaches his hand to
made.
Uw place from which they used to grow.
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SHOOTING

IN T H E G A M E S E A S O N .
BV JOHN FRANCIS SPRAGUE.

The best treatise on this subject
that has ever been published. A
neat and attractive booklet.
Sent
to* any address for 20c.
Address
M a in e W oods , Phillips, Maine.
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T H O M A S M A R T IN D A L E .
A graphic description of camp life
in

Maine,
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illustrated from

photographs by the author.
A book every woods lover should
have.
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Lights and Shades of Love
Romance That

T R A N S P O R T A T IO N .

TR A N SPORTATI ON.

TIME - TABLE.

THE PHIILIPS l RANGELEY
Time-Table October 1 0 ,1 9 04 .

Tr’n 1 Tr’n 3 Tr’n B
A. M. A . JU p. *>

Tim Only All,Rail Route to Rangeley. The
Shortest, Qui< kesi and Easiest Route to all
poihts In the Dead River Region, Htratton
and Eustis, giving ample time for Dinner or
Supper at Greene’s Farm.
Farmington......... ..lv 1100 12 10 4 4»‘
EAST
So. Strong,...........
A. M. P M. A. M
P.
M.
P.
M
.
„
No. 1 No. 3 No. 5
S tron g,................
Boston, E I)iv,
Lv
g $u
1206 12 42 5 10
“
W
Div,
g jc
P h illip s,..............
12 30 1 00 6 30
„
A M. P, M
Portland,
8 30
1265
P. M.
Tr’ n 2 Tr’n 4 Tr’n 6
Farmington,
ll 00
12 10
4 48
South.
A. M. A. M. P. M.
Phil bps, ar
12 30
l 00
5 *0
Phillips, lv
2 00
Madrid,
2 30
Madrid Junction,
2 32
Phillips,..............
7 30 8 30 1 30
Reed’s Mill,
2 40
Sander’s Mill,
2 60
Strong...................
7 50 9 10 1 50
Redlngton.
3 20
Eustis Junction, lv
3 40
So. Strong,...........
Greene’s Farm, ar
4 20
Dead River Station, iv
3 45
Farm ington,......
820 1000 2 10
Range’ ey, ar
4 00
WEST
WESTON LI B IP, Pres.
F. N. BEAL. Supt.
A* M. A . M. A. M.
No. 2 No. 4 No. 6
Rangeley, Iv
9 $0
Dead River,
g jj
Greene’s Farm,
8 4’
Eustis Junction, ar,
g jij
a 4j
Shortest and easiest route to Eustis an d the Redington, Iv,
•Sander’s Mill,
in
Dead River region.
•Reed’s Mill,
10 15
•Madrid Junction,
in >,
T I M B - T A E I j ]© ,
•Madrid,
is
Phillips,
ar,
u (,j
In Effect October 1 0 ,1 9 0 4 .

No rt h.

OT all stories are so sorrowful aa
that of Miss Mayme MacLaren,
of Indianapolis. In Chicago a
year ago she met Harold Baker, a young
Englishman on a visit to this country.
He was won by her and proposed mar
riage. She refused him at first and he
left for England.
Not discouraged, he persisted in hi3
proposals, making them by letter, and
the young woman reconsidered. It was
agreed that he should come to America
again and that they should be married.
The young woman was preparing her
wedding garments, when her mother
was taken ill and died. The young man
came across to find his fiancee heart
broken over her mother’s death. SiTe
was so absorbed by her grief that she
did not notice her lover’s peculiar ac
tions. It was discovered that his mind
was becoming deranged.
His father was sent for and arrived
In time to take the son, now unbalanced
mentally, back to England.
For three months Rose Bennett, 17
years old, was a wife without the
knowledge of her parents, with whom
she lived at 332 Evergreen avenue,
Brooklyn. She was wedded to Edward
E. Richards, 23 years old, on March 23,
in the Church o f St. John the Baptist,
Lewis and Willoughby avenues.
Mrs. Reter G. Bennett, mother of the
bride, did not know of the romance in
the family until last week, when Rose
dropped her wedding ring. Mrs. Ben
nett forgave the girl, as all good moth
ers do, and when Mr. Bennett came
home she broke the news to him. Mr.
and Mrs. Richards are now living with
the old folks.
Mrs. Bennett would not permit the
bride to talk about the wedding, but
said for her: “ They are two foolish
young persons. They got married on
the quiet and we knew nothing about
it until a few days ago. Rose Is young
and he is a mere boy. I have a lot of
sewing to do for her. You know girls
need a lot of sewing for anything like
this, and I am one of the old-fashioned
kind who believe in having It done at
home. They will go to housekeeping
soon, and I must get the sewing done,
so you will excuse me. Marriages like
that seem to run in our family, for my
son went away and came back with a
wife.”
A comedy of love was enacted recently at
Olney, 111. A bashful young man, Ed
ward F. Bird, of Noble, went to get a
marriage license which would enable
him to marry Miss Rose Mosser. He
approached the license clerk, who had
Just finished making out a hunter’s li
cense. Turning to Bird he asked: “ Do
you want one?”
“ Yes,” said the bashful Mr. Bird.

Therefore the clerk made out a docu
ment, describing the color of hiii hair
and eyes, giving his height, weight, and
age, and other characteristics.
Taking the license, the young man
set out to find his fiancee and then to find
a minister. The clergyman was about
to perform the ceremony when he looked
at the license.
“ Well,” he said, “ this authorizes you
to hunt various kinds of game, but I
don’t see anything authorizing you to
take a wife.”
He handed Mr. Bird the document,
and the astounded bridegroom found

A student of Russian affairs, writing
ft few weeks ago, reports an eastern ex
change, gives the tollowlng graphic pic
ture o f the real power of the muchtaflked-of czar.
“ I who know my Russia well and the
powers that be in that empire, am
ftmused at the reports of the powers and
Intentions of the present autocrat of all
the Russias which are often published.
The simple fact is that no Muscovite em
peror ever possessed' less actual power
than that wielded by his imperial majes
ty Nicholas II.
He Is a peaceably Inclined young monftrch and remarkably well intentioned;
hut he is the sport of the house of
Romanoff and those who are all-powerfttl in the councils of the empire. He
in&y think and he may dream; he may
desire and he may propose, but he canftot perform.
w
Correctly speaking, it Is the emperor
ftlone who can declare war or who can
•fty: ‘Let it be peace,' but to telKthe
plain, unvarnished truth the present
czar is but a puppet worked by stronger
hands who hold the strings.
“ The son is wholly unlike the father.
The Czar Alexander III. was not an ex
ceptionally clever man, but he was a
man of great determination and tenac
ity of purpose. He ruled; none ruled
him. His ministers were ever a little
afraid of him. He expected them to fol
low his lead unhesitatingly. Never once
was he known to follow the lead of any
m e o f his ministers. He was an honest
man and an outspoken one, and his in
E D W A R D HIT T H E PIK E .
dignation at what he considered Bis
that he had a hunter’s license and not a
marck’s duplicity would have ended in a
marriage license. The bride promptly
war between Russia and Germany had
did what all self-respecting brides would
h« not eventually been convinced that
have done. She fainted. The bridegroom
the documents upon which he based his
left other persons to bring her back to
conclusions were a forgery.
life while he hit the pike for the license
"The Czar Alexander III. did not like
office again. The Chicago Tribune says
Germany, neither did he like England.
that there is now in the clerk’s office a
He had, however, a favorable inclination
detached certificate pinned to the stub
toward the United States, and a real
of the hunters’ license book, and across
sympathy with France. But, above all,
the face in red ink is written: "Can
he was Russian. He spoke French flu
celed: not needed.”
ently, German indifferently and Eng
A Cincinnati couple feared the things
lish badly; but he was incensed at the
which their kind and energetic friends
prevalence of the French language in
mght have planned for them. William
high and official society in St. Peters
Hickey and Miss Minnie Savage dodged
burg. In the latter days of his reign the
the rice throwing and other outbreaks
order went forth that in these circles
customary on the festive marriage occa
Russians should speak their own lan
sion by hiding their getaway clothes in
guage and this order had to be obeyed.
some part of the city not yet known,
“ While it cannot be said that the pres
stealing away from their friends, dress
ent czar has anything of his father’s re
ing at this unknown spot, and leaving
ligious enthusiasm, he may be reck
for parts unknown on some unknown
oned among the religious monarchs of
train. The friends still are standing
the age, and he has lately taken to wait
about the house with shoes and rice in
ing hymns.
their hands waiting for someone to show
“ But the czarina is a religious enthu
up at whom they can fire the parting
siast. Born a Lutheran, she, on her
shots.
marriage, had to embrace the faith of
the Greek church. To-day her majesty
Is more orthodox than the most ortho
A Guaranteed ('lire F o r Piles.
Ripans Tabules are the been
dox. So pure o f mind, so self-sacrifloItching, Blind, B'eedlng or Frotudin? Piles
dvsnensla
medicine
eve|r
Your
duggist will refund money if Pazo Oint
tng, so intensely spiritual is she that, la
made. A hundred millions of ment tails to cure y o u in 6 to t4 days. 50 ots
them have been sold In the
another age, she would have won
United States in a single year
canonization.
Constipation, heartburn, sick
“ The czar worships her and her influ
headache, d izzin ess, bad>..re throat and evtry illness arising
ence over him is tremendous. Of the ort^
from a dlsorded stomach are relieved or
two she is decidedly the stronger, but cured by Ripans Tabules. One will generally
give relief wihln twenty minutes. The five
her influence over her husband excites . cent
package is enough lo r ordinary ocea
the anger and opposition of his family sions. All druggists sell th e m .
“ The czarina’s instincts are liberal
and progressive, and her husband, so
great is his belief in her, would indorse
JZa*y to
J£un,
her views and policy unhesitatingly
were it not for those august relatione
of his, and that formidable council of
nobles. The czarina, all powerful with
her husband, proposes, and the czar’*
•ncles dispose.
"O f all the Romanoff relations the
most autocratic, and at the same time
the most powerful, is Grand Duke
w ill e a r n a n y
Alexis. He is the Muscovite incarnate,
m an, fro m $10 tO $15
'h o o d '
beloved by the navy, of which he is the each d a y clear o f e x 
TOADS ( rubber company1
e n s e s doing work for his
Catalogue
chief; looked up to by the nobles, and pneighbors,
besides his own. I f
BOSTON
Free.
need power for farm, fac
worshiped by tne common people. His you
tory
or workshop, you need one o f our Gasoline Engines.
te
Portable
or
stationary,
horizontal
and
vertical
engines,
all
brother, the late czar alone, was strong sizes. A M R E I C A N C A S O L I N E E N C . C O . ,
//■ you c/w /vor c£ r ru£S£ /?ub enough to soften his rough humors and 2 3 2 K e n n e b e c S t. , : : P o rt la n d , M a in e
SfffS ffiOM rOUft£>&!££/?-#/?/££US
bend his powerful will.
“ After that little affair with a countess
Alexander III. intimated that absence
from Russia for a period would be high
ly beneficial for Alexis’ health. The so
journ abroad was but temporary, and
the grand duke returned with an influ
4
ence and power greater than before.
To-day they are, I should say, at their
Wight.
"H e was antagonistic to the liberal
and pacific policy of M. Witte, and in
♦
It is anything that w ill produce an Income. It may be money o r property
or ability, The only k in d that Is safe Is ability. We guarantee to furnish
the end M. Witte was retired. He it wai
♦
the ability that w ill produce a good Income, to any conscientious pupil.
who induced the czar to appoint Ad
H EA D T H IS
miral Alexieff viceroy o f the far eaat
with powers never before given to any
M illbnry, Mass., May 9, 1904*
mie outside of the imperial family.
Mr. ft. C. A. Becker,
"H e entirely disapproves of the view*
Dear Sir: - I take great pleasure In recommending your system
of business practice to whomsoever it may concern.
M id by the czarina, and thwarts her is
After
studying In your business room for seven months, you not
•very possible way. He has never, it 1*
only fitted me for a position, but awakened In me an ambition to succeed.
understood, been in favor of peace, but
♦
Upon graduating, you had a position awaiting me, which I held four years.
Of war.
I again asked your advice this month and I thank you for the four
♦
“ However well intentioned the caai
positions w hich you offered me, and for the position I now h old w ith the
may be, however much he may be under
People's Coal Com pany, W orcester, Mass.
the Influence of his wife, who is all for
.
Farnie C. Stevens.
peace, the last word will be with Oram!
♦
Duke Alexis.’’
SEN D FOR FR EE CATALOG.

MONEY
FOR YOU.

HOOD RUBBERS

FRANKLIN £ KEGANTIC Iff.

SOUTH.
a m ; pm pm
Bigelow, Iv
*
11 00 2 U0 6 45
Carrabassett,
11 20 2 25 7 05
( ar
11 40 3 00 7 30
Kingtield, \
A M A M P M
( lv
7 00 7 05 12 50
*N. Freeman, lv
7 05
12 66
*M t. Abram Jet., lv
7 35
Salem,
7720
20 7 45 1 10
•Summit, lv
7733
33 8 40 1 12
*W. Freeman, lv
7 35
1 26
Strong, ar
7 45 9 10 1 35
NORTH.
A M AM P M
S trong,lv
8 20 10 00 6 12
•W. Freeman, lv
8 30
6 17
•Summit, lv
8 40 10 30 5 27
Salem,
8 46 10 35 5 35
•Mt. Abram Jet., lv 8 50 10 40
•No. Freeman, lv
8 55
5 43
( ar
9 05 11 30 6 60
Kingfleld, I
(lv
9 20 12 00 6 56
Carrabassett,
9 50 12 35 6 20
Bigelow,
ar
I
10 26 1 06 6
- 40
„
•Flag stations. Trams stop on notice to
conductor. fMlxed trains.
Close connection Is made at Strong with
trains to and from Phillips, Farmington, Poriland and Boston.
Stage connection at Bigelow for Stratton
and Eustis, at Carrabasset for Flagstaff and
Dead River.
GEO. M , VOSK, SU PE R IN TE N D E N T.

Rangeley Lakes Steamboat Co.
Time-Table, August 1, 1904.
G O IN G

B O U lH

R a n g e le y ,
R .L . H . W h a r f,

Iv

S o u th R a n g e le y ,

ar

M o u n ta in V ie w ,
i R a n g e le y O u tle t
R a n g e le y
; P . & R . F . R y

lv
ar

1 so,

P o r tla n d
B o sto n

|

B &

M

{

lv

|

C .R .R . a r
i E . D . ar

1 W /R .K I W D . a r

!

U O IN G N O R T H
B o sto n
i E. D .

1

B .&

;

P o r tla n d M .C .R .R .

lv

S o . R a n g e le y
)
I’ & R . F . R y . j

ar

R a n g e le y O u tle t

lv

M o u n t a in V i e w ,

lv

S o u th R a n g e le y ,
R . L . H . W h a r f,
R a n e e le v .

lv
ar
ar

M .K .R .

(

W . D .

A. M A. M. N oon P. M.
t6 25 *8 OO f l 2 05 • a 40
6 30
8 05 12 IO
a 45
7 ro
12 45
P. M.
8 55
1 25
3 25
9 OO
3 3°
7 20
I OO
NOON
12 25
5 45
4 OO
9 05
4 IO
9 IO
A. M. A. M. P. M. A. M

lv

t9
10
8
F.
I

Iv

t 7 °5
I I 50
*IO OO
IO 05
NOON
12 OO
12 35
12 40

IO 45
TO CO

6
*5

00
00
30)
M.
30
15

°0

5 °5

5 45
5 50

6 25
7 OO
7 05

•Daily. fDai.y except Sunday. Connects
at Rangeley Outlet with stage to and from
the lower Rangeley Lakes.
The above time-table shows time boats may
be expected to arrive and depart from the
several points, but is not guaranteed.
Last legti’ ar nips for tbe season of 1904
w ill be made October 1st.
H. H. FIELD, General Manager.

First-Class Liven.
W e have everything in the livery
line that is needed.
The stable has
been enlarged and newly equipped
throughout.
Experienced drivers
will take parties when desired.

P. Richardson & Co
R a n g el ey , M a i n e .

NOT M ADEBYA TR U S T

m

We furnish the Capital.
W H A T IS C A P IT A L ?

♦
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦

To Cur© a Cold I n One Day
T a k e Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets A
d r uggists refund the money If it falls to cu
W , W. Grove’s signature Is on each box. lit

B E C K E R ’S B U S I N E S S C O L L E G E ,
W ORCESTER

M ASS.

EUSTIS RAILROADS.

M oiKkj, October 10, 1004.

Mistake About a License.

N

AND

S A N D / R I V E R R. R

Ended in Deep Sorrow and Sentimental A t

tachment That Ended in Happiness— Funny
X® a Mere P layth in g in the Hands of
the Romanoffs A m ong W hom
the Grand Duke A lexis
R eigns Supreme.

1904.

♦

Printing Talk
f W e are constantly making’ esti

Phillips, Iv,
7 of
8 80
Farmington,
8 20 10 00
i 11
Portland,
12 20
5 45
Boston, E Dlv, ar
4 00
9 05
“
W Dlv, ar
4 06
The American Express Co. transacts busl—
sss at ail
- J-----------------ness
all ]—J
points
on line o----f Phillips
<-&—
Range
'ey railroat
railroad.
ley
•Flag Stations.
tStage connections for Stratton and Eus t «
and all points in the Dead River region.
The above table shows the time that trains
may be expected to arrive and depart from
the several stations but is not guaranteed.
Subject to change and correction without
notice.
F l e t c h e r P o p e , G eneral Manager.
D . F. F i e l d , Gen. PasB. & Ticket Agt.

PORTLAND & RUMFORD FALLS RY
l a Effect October 1 0 ,1 9 0 4 .
Trains leave Oquossoc for Rumford
. Falls, Lewiston, Portland and
Boston,
8.60 • m
Trains due to arrive at Oquossoc from
Boston. Portland, Lewiston and
Runiford Falls,
8.26 p m
Through Parlor Cars between Portland a n d
Oquossoc during the Tourist Season.Trains run daily except Sunday.
R. C. Br a d f o r d , Traffic Man., Portland, M e,
E. L. LoVKJOY. Supt., Rumford, Fails, Me.

BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
Arrangement of Trains.
IN EFFECT MONL a i, OCT. 10. 1904.
P u l l m a n Ca r s e r v i c e .

Pullman Buffet Parlor Cars between Can.
bou and Bangor on train leaving Caribou at
S. C0 a in and Bangor at 3.15 p in. Sleeping
Car on train leaving Caribou 1.10 p m, and
Bangor 3.56 a m.
TRAINS LEAVE BANGOR.
3.55 A. M.—For and arriving at Millinocket,
6.40 a. m., Houlton 8.50 a. m., Presque Isle,
10.32 a. m., Fort Fairfield, 11.00 a. m. Caribou,
i l .00 a. m. Van Bnren 12.40 p m.
7.00 A M.—For and arriving at Brownville,
3.01 a m, Katalidin Iron Works 9 60 a m, Mill’ nocket 10.25 a m, Fatten 11.50 a m,Ashland 2 15
p ui, Foit Kent 4.15 p m , Houlton 12 60 p m,
Presque Isle 2.46 pm Caribou 3.15, p in, Van
Buren 5 40 p m, For I Fairfield 3.05 p m, Lime
stone 4.10 p m, Dove i 9.17 a m, Guilford 9.41
a m, Mon son 10.15 a m, Greenvi.le 10.56am.
Kineo 1.00 p. m.
3.15 PM .—For and arriving at Bruwuvllie
4.48pm. Millinocket 6.03 pm . Sherman 6.54
m, Patten 7 25 p m, Houlton 8 15 p m, Mats
ill ai d Blame 9 25 p m, Presque Isle 9.57 p
m Caribou 10.25 p in, F oit Fairfield 10.15 p nn
4.50 P M.—For and arriving at Lagrange 6.10
p m, Milo 6.35 p m, Brownville 6.46 p m. Dover
anc Fox croft. 7 03 p m , Guilford 7.26 p m,
Greenville 8.40 p m, Quebec 115 p m Mon
treal 8.35 a m.

S

ARRIVALS

9.25 A M. Leaving Montreal 7.25 p in, Que
bec 3.00 p m, Greenville 5.35 a m, Guiliord 6.44
a m, Dover 7.02 a m, Brownville 7.20 a m, Milo
7.30 a m.
1.00 P M. Leave Caribou 6.00 a in, Presque
Isle 6.2, a m, Fort Fairfield 6.C0 » in, Houlton
8.05 a m, Ashland 6.50 a m, Patten 8 50 a m,
Millinocket 10.16am, Brownville 11.25 a m ,
Milo 11 34 a m.
7.25 P M.—Leaving Kineo 1.20 p m , Green
ville 3.40 p n_, Monsor 3.25 p m, Guiliord 4.5ff
p m, Davbi 5 08 p m, Limestone 9.50 a m, Van
Buren 9.25 a m, Caribou il 40 p m, Presque Isle
12 11 Dm ,Fort Fairfield 11.35 a m, Houlton 2.0U
p m Fort Kent 10.40am, Ashland 12.45 p m .
Patten 2 50 p m , Sherman 3 27pm , Millinocket
4 20 p m , Brownville 6.33p m, Milo 5.43 p m,
Lagrange 6.10 p m.
11.46 P M. Leaving Vau Buren 2.30 p m, Car
ibou 4.10 p m, Fort Fairfield 4.15 p m Presque
Isle 4.38p m, Houlton 8.20 p m. M illinocket8.43
p m.
C. C. BROWN,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent,
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
General Manager.
Bangor, Me.. OctoberJl, 1904,

If .you want to know
where to get good

mates for printing of various kinds.
The result is that we'get^our shaie of
the big jobs as well as the small,
and we have grown'to feel that nothirg is too laige for us to print.£ W e
like to get rp small business cards.
Big catalogues are also in our line,
in fact big or little, anything that can
be piinted fby an}body [ an)where,
c: n be dore rights here.

HUNTING
or desire circulars, de
scriptive matter or infor
mation regarding Hotels
or Camps in MAINE a
HUNTING or FIHHIN^
REGIONS, address

There are

many leasers why the pecple who

MAINE WOODS INFORMA

if ad this should, have us do their

TION BUREAU,

work.

I. W. I T A C K E T T CO.,
Phillips,

-

.

Maine.

Phillips,

•

•

Mali

M A IN E

8

If a large majority of the gu sts are
known to have prejudices against the use
[Bangor Commercial ]
of wine, even at the dinner table, it would
What a wealth of good fellowship there |be exceedingly bad taste to serve it ; little
is in a good dinner. What can take its |less than insulting to them. If but one
place as a producer of that genial feeling or two are known to have prejudices in
between man and man which makes life that direction it is entirely proper to serve
se em sweeter and well worth living Of |it and they cannot well regard it as bein:,
all good dinners what can equal a game in the least, insulting to them Cultured
di nner where the beasts of the field, fishes j people who do not use wine leave their
o f the sea and fowl of the air are placed glasses turned down and never mention
in abundance before a pleasant gathering the subject or decline modestly wh n it
o f men on an autumn night for its delecta is being served and agood host or host
tion.
ess does not urge him.
We people of Maine are not unaccus
If wine is served, the thing above all
tomed to game dinners as the woodlands others is champagne Nothing can equal
o f the state abound with game which it for a dinner although there are many
falls before the steady rifle of ourselves other and less expensive wines which may
or friends yet we rarely tire of it. Now be substituted.
that the hunting season is on, game din
No lesser important feature of banquet
ners are right in order as being the thing than the menu is the after dinner speech
for the entertainment of a party of friends making. After dinner is a time when
and in what better way can one entertain the best side of man’ s nature is seen and
th em unless they are so unfortunate as then is heard the choicest sentiment there
to be of a dyspeptic nature in their diges- is in him.
tinal regions.
Venison is plenty in the local markets
at all times from the opening of the sea
A n Ao*ro&l S t o r y F o r
son until its close and a modest investU t t lg F olK s
m ent in this luxury will bring large retu rns of satisfaction for a small outlay of
it if cooked right.
Elaborate game dinners are costly and
it is difficult to get all the game one wants
Not very long ago two little mice
at short notice without killiug it himself.
lived behind a plastered wall in a great
They are not uncommon in this vicinity,
big house. They were very happy, for
however, and he who has not attended
there were no cats or traps o f any
an elaborate game dinner in his lifetime
kind about, and they knew Just when
has missed one of the good things of to come out at night and where to find
life. Narrow indeed must be the man all the good things in the cupboard.
who would fail to appreciate a banquet
They lived this life for a very long
v. here the tables were loaded with moose, time, so after awhile they were so
v nison, duck, partridges and other game.
If there be such that man should at once
f.r.d out what the matter is with himself
for surely there must be something wrong
with him.
Nothing that the average man can do,
if in good health, can begin to give him
the feeling of satisfaction with himself and
with all the world that a game dinner can
give if properly served. The mock turtle
soup gives his appetite a keen edge for a
solid in the shape of a roast of venison
or of moose with which may be had mush
room sauce to add that delicious flavor to
the repast Then may com >the partridge
with its sweet flavor, more tender than a
HE COULD NOT GET AWAY.
young broiler Partridge is good in what
ever way it is cooked. It may be boiled, sure that everything was all right that
broiled, stewed, ba' ed or prepared in any they became careless. There was a
way but it still has that flavor which dis bottle always standing on the desk in
tinguishes it from anything else. It may the library that looked very tempting,
be eaten by those, even, who cannot ap but the hole in the top of It was so
small that they had never been able to
preciate ordinary gam on account of its
I get at the contents.
wild taste. There is little if any wild
The oldest mouse eaVl be must have
taste to the partridge. Probably no fowl a taste of that stuff, for he was sure
of the air is more cleanly in its habits and it must be good, and it was kept away
mode of livin than the partridge which up on the top of the desk, and he had
lives on buds and small growths in the heard the children forbidden to touch
it. And every night he would keep on
woods
talking about the good stuff in the bot
T he D e l ic i o u s P a r t r i d g e
tle until finally one night he made up
A delicious way of cooking partridge is his mind lie would have a taste, let
to stew it, especially if the supply is small. happen what would.
So lie gave the bottle a little push aud
All the flavor is brought out and there is over it fell, with mucilage running out
a delicacy of taste to it that pleases and of it and over Mr. Mouse until his legs
charms the epicure. Another way is to and tail got so stuck up with it that he
bake the breasts with slices of bacon. could not get away, and there he had
This is indeed a royal way of cooking the to stay until next morning, when the
bird Its taste cannot well be described servant girl found him.
And what do you think she did? Well,
only that one rarely, if ver gets tired of she borrowed the cat that belonged to
it, the stopping point being only when the the family next door, and puss ate him
supply is exhausted
up for his breakfast.
And file poor little mouse that was
Ducks are also delicious but are not as
popular. But few people eating ducks left all alone made up her mind that
for the first time are not disappointed in she would take warning by what hap
pened to her brother and would never
the taste They are gam^ birds and have
be inquisitive.—Pittsburg Dispatch.
that wild flavor which is appreciated by
the lover of wild game, but, to many, it
is much the same as learning to eat ol
ives. Once the taste is acquired one has
it always.
Most people, in eating a game dinner,
do not care for fish of any kind but lobster
plain or broiled makes an ideal course to
sandwich in between the meats. Broiled
live is an excellent dish but it adds to the
cost of the dinner to quite an extent
Dessert is not necessary It has really
no place with a game dinner because one
BY
cannot appreciate pastry after eating game.
It is out of place. For a substitute there
may be had a variety of things, in fact
almost anything which will go with black
T H O M A S M A R T IN D A L E .
coffee for that is almost a necessity,
Fancy cheese and crackers, one of the
varieties of the saltines, makes an excel
A graphic description of camp life
lent finish before the fruit closes the
in Maine, finely illustrated from
dinner menu.

A (iaine Dinner.

The Inquisitive Mouse

SPORT
-

T h e Ma t t e r O f Ex t r a s .

-

INDEED

The extras are hard matters to settle.
A book every woods lover should
A game dinner, spoken of, generally im
Price $ 1.6 0 ,
Postage 14c
plies that wine of some kind will be served have.
and usually more than one kind. Wheth additional.
W ith M aui* W oods
er it Is to be used or not depends on the
temperament of the people who are to £2.50. Address
gainer around the festive board. Its use
on any occasion has long been a matter
{’. M A I N E W O O D S ,

ferent

*

-

H O TELS

NOVEMBER
AND

Maine.

II,

1904.
Interesting Correspondent.

H O T E L S A N D CAM PS.

CAM PS

(Kennebec Journal.)

E u s t is , Ma i n e .

Aroostook County.
Via O x b o w , Me .
Atkins’s Camps. F am ou s region for Moose,
deer, and big fish. Write lor special small
m aps and circular to
W. M. A t k i n s . Oxbow, Me.
V ia Ox b o w , M a i n e .

Spider Lake Camps. G ood camps. Unexcelled
trout ilshing. Good accommodations. Allegasli trips a specialty. Address,
A hbo & L i b b y , Oxbow, Me.

Tim Pond Camps. Situated in the Dead River
Region, 2000 feet above the sea level. In the
heart of Maine’s b at fishing ground.
Write for further particulars to
J u l ia n K . V i l e s , E ustis

Me.

F o u r M il e s f r o m R a n g e l e y .

W b orff’ s Camps Dead Biv*>r Pond, P. O.
Address, Rangeley, Maine. Send for circular.
E. B. W h o r f f , Proprietor,
Via R a n g e l e y .

York’ s Camps. Loon Lake. Ten Ponds. Trout,
Salmon, Birds, Deer, Canoeing, Bathing, etc.
A postal brings illustrated booklet.
J . L e w is Y o r k , Prop.,

Rangeley, Me.

Franklin County.
Kennebec County.
E u s t is , Ma in e .

Round Mountain Lake Camps. Give us a trial
if vou warn a fine buck. Durlng the 1!KWbunt
ing ‘-■eason ten (10) licensed hunters saw over
t wo hundred (200) deer in two weeks hunting
and picked twenty bucks. Camps opt n dur
ing December. Warm com fortable cabins.
DION 0. Bl ACKWELL, Mgr.,
Eustis, Franklin Co., Maine.
New York office, Room 29, 336 Broadway.
W il t o n La k e .

B e l g r a d e L a k e s , Me .

The Belgrade. Best sportsman’ s hotel In New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world.
C h a b . A. H i l l «& So n , M anagers.

So. S m i t h f i e l d , M a i n e .

North Pond Camps. These camps are in the
region where game abounds. Plenty of good
sport For pari lculars address,
Ed w .
C l e m e n t , So. Sm ithfield, Me.

Blue Mountain Camps. Ideal spot for sum
V ia B in g h a m Ma in e
mer vacation with everything the county a f
fords. A New York chef prepares tjte food Carry Pond Camps. Sixty deer shipped from
these camps last season. Before making
For particulars address,
arrangements where to go write me for inforW i l l i s E. B a c h e l l e r .
mation. H e n r y J. L a n k , Bingham, Maine.
489 5th Ave., New York.
After June 1, Wilton, Me.

Judging from some of the correspon
dence which is received by Chairman
Carleton, of the fish and game commiss
ion, there are many people in the state
who are of the opinion that the fact that
Mr. Carleton is a game commissioner
invests him with authority to prosecute
any and all actions for trespass on real
estate or personal property, but while
that gentleman is always alert and ac
tive in the interests of the wild game
of the state, and eager to prosecute vio
lations of the laws which have been
passed for the protection of it, he can
not be expected to act upon such mat
ters as stated above.
Among the latest communications in
this line, is one which was written at
Ellsworth, and which iB given below.
!
The text of the letter Is as follows:
j “ Commissioner Carleton,
1 Dear Sir: Enclosed please find clip
’

ping from Ellsworth American. In vio
lation of this advertisement hunters are
Somerset County.
using firearms in this Park. The do
R a n g e l e y La k e s
mestic and wild animals are hounded
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
J a c k m a n , M e ., P. O.
for free circular.
Gerard’ s Camps on Little Spencer Waters o f , and driven from their pasturage and in
Ca p t . F. C. B a r k e r . Prop’r, Bemis.
Big Spencer Lake. The place to com e for some cases exterminated. I cannot find
deer and partridges with a fair chance for ]
moose, bear and the smaller animals. Good j out who shot a very valuable ewe and
R a n g e l e y L a k e s , M a in e .
camps, good Rangeley boats and new trails
to all o f the haunts or big game. Come and lamb Sunday, Oct. 23, 1904. This let
see for yourselves.
ter is to notify you to police the Anstin
THOS. G e r a r d , Prop’ ., Jackman, Me.
property advertised as “ Coniculoous
Somerset County.
Park, Cows, calves, buoks, ewes and
J a c k m a n , M a in e .
alike barbarity
Heald Pond. Sportsmen why not go where lambs are suffering
ou can get your money’s worth. I control
46 square miles, 18 ponds, 30 camps north- j dealt out to Russia’ s victims, together
west o f Moosehead lake. Booklet and map j with western cowboy cruelty to the
free for the asking.
H. H u g h e y , j
flocks there.
The reason the prize
Blood Holstein FrieBian cows a n d
Washington County.
calves, sheep and lambs are not driven
G r a n d l a k e St r e a m , M e .
over a precipice is that there is no pre
The Birches. Come here fo r your fall hunt- i
F r a n k H. Ba l l .
cipice in Cuniculocus Park.
Mountain View House is one of the most mod ing.

r

ern, up to date summer homes in the state of
Maine. Its beautiful location at the foot of
Rangeley lake on a picturesque cove, gives it
many attractions, w hile the best of fishing is
within close proximity. The boating and
canoeing is the best on the lake; the drives
are unsurpassed for beautiful scenery and
the woods around are filled with delightful
paths.and trails. Croquet and tennis grounds
adjoin the house. The cuisine is of the best;
fruit, vegetables, fish and game in their
season with plenty of m ilk and cream. Pure
spring water is furnished the house from a
spring above. Rooms large, well lighted and
pleasant. Hunters find plenty of deer, par
tridge and woodcock in the woods near by.
Send for 1904 booklet to
L. E. Bo w l e t , Mountain View House,
Mountain V iew , Rangeley Lakes, Me.
R a n g e l e y La k e s .

Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the
foot of Bald Mountain in a good fishing and
hunting section. Steamboat accommodations
O. K Telephone at camps. Two mails daily.
Write for free circular to
A mos El l i s , P r o p ’r, Bald Mountain, Me.
Via F a r m i n g t o n .

Clear Water Camps. First - class fishing.
E. G. G a y , Route 1, Farmington, Me.
D e a d R i v e r R e g io n .

Greene's Farm is headquarters at the entrance
to the Dead River region. Trains run within
less than a quarter or a mile of my house and
are met by my teams. People stopping at my
house over night can take the train, arriving
in Boston at 9 p. in. There are plenty of deer
In this section.
I. W. Gr e e n e , Proprietor, Coplin, Maine.
St r a t t o n , Ma i n e .

Hotel Blanchard. Centrally located in the
Dead River region. Good lable and clean
beds. Good livery connected. Parties taken
to atiy and all camps in this section at reason
able fates. E. H. G rose , Prop’r., Stratton, Me
P. O. B e a v e r Pond, Me .
Grant’ s Camps. The popular resort of the
Rangeleys. Situated at Seven Ponds, 27 miles
trom Rangeley village.
Good buckboard
road. Deer are seen dally from camp doors.
Small game Is abundant. Fishing cannot be
excelled anywhere. Flist-class accom moda
tions for ladles.
E d G r a n t & So n s .

Ne a r Ra n g e l e y .

Point Pleasant. Stop and consider. This is a
nice place to spend a summer vacation. For
rates and particulars correspond with
H i n k l e v & Roberts , Rangeley, Me.
On P h i l l i p s & R a n g e l e y Ra i l r o a d .
Redington Camps and Cottages. G ood accom in od ation s.w itli best fishing and h u n tin g . One
m inute’ s w a lk from Redington station. Write
fo r circular.
J. F. Ho u g h , P rop rietor,

P. O., Rangeley, Maine.

F a r m i n g t o n , Ma in e .

Hotel W illow s. Refurnished entire. Excel
lent, local inn. Best possible lire protection,
eiectiicjligbts. new steam heal, spring water,
large cool tooms, billiard room. Rooms can
now be engaged for the summer months.
Free carriage to all trains.
J. R. K e l l e y , Prop’ r.
Sk i n n e r , M a in e .

Log Cabin Retreat
Finest fishing and deer hunting in Maine.
Send for circular.

Very indignantly,-------- ”

New Hampshire.

The newspaper clipping referred to is
as follows and was published in the
R a n g e l e y La k e s .
Lakeside House, ouU m bagog, a most pictur- ; Ellsworth American, Oct. 20:
esque retreat, charming scenery, beautiful i “ Special Notice. Do not trespass In
drives, excellent boating, good fishing. Send
for booklet.
Cuniculocus Park.
I demand protec
E. H. DAVIS, Proprietor, Lakeside, N. H.
tion to life and property from the
county of Hancock and state of Maine,
and the United States of America.”

CAMP AND HOTEL PRINTING.

(Signature.)
There is nothing like arianglng for

In replying to the above, Mr. Carleyour printing early. The season of 1905 ton wrote, yesterday, from the depart
will be on before we realize it and we ment, as follows:
A u g u s t a , N ov. 2, 1904.
can’t make a mistake by getting an idea
“
Your
esteemed
favor of the 27th
of bow to lay out next season’s printing.
inst. addressed to me at Bangor, was
Special prices and special arrangements
forwarded to the office here at Augusta
or camp and hotel printing. We know and read with much interest,
what you need for cuts.
“ In reply I beg to say that there is
bat little, if anything,I can do to assist
J. W. B r a c k e t t C o .,
M a in e W oods , Phillips, Me you in your trouble. You seem to mis
apprehend the ncore of my duties as
commissioner. I have no authority to
prosecute actions for trespass on real
estate or personal property.
You
should employ an attorney to guide you
B Y C H A R L E S B R A D FO R D .
in these matters.
“ If you desire to prevent hunters go
Author of “ The Determined A n  ing on your improved or inclosed land,
gler,” “ The W ild Fow lers.” Ulus-| yon should post notioes or notice to
that effect in a conspicuous . place
trated. Net, $ 1 . 0 0 p o s t a g e i o c .
where it would be readily seen, and if
The Angler's Secret is, as the au- j after such notioe is posted hunters do
thor tells us, to replenish the soul go upon your inclosed or improved land
the statutes of the state—that is, the
and not the creel. It is a secret that law of the state — give you a swift and
cannot be revealed to an unsmypathe- summary remedy. You may yourself,
tic mind, and only the lover ofnature J without a warrant, arrest the trespasser
and take him to court where be would
can fully understand that commun be heavily fined.
“ I would strongly advise you to con
ing with field, stream and sky which
sult a competent lawyer, lay the facts
results in the perfect contentment of
before him and be guidei by his ad
the angler who has learned the secret. vice.
“ The state does not undertake to
W ith M a i n e W o o d s one year $ 1 . 6 0
police private property to prevent any
postpaid . Address orders to
one going upon it.
You are fully pro
tected in the employment of your park
M a i n e W o o d s , Phillips, M e.
and other property from trespassers
provided you avail yourself of the law
made and provided.
“ Regretting the circumstances of
which you complain, I am,

The

Angler’s Secret.

Lake and

Very truly,

Forest,

L og Ca b in R e t r e a t , Skinn er, Me.

P h i l l i p s , M a in e .

Phillips Hotel.
Good fishing.

Carriage meets all trains.
C. A. Ma h o n e y , P rop’r.

Ra n g e le y Lake.

Mnnyon’s Springs. The most beautiful spot
in Maine, w . W. Sm it h . Mgr., Rangeley, Me.
The Stoddard House is delightfully located for
those wishing to spend the vacation among
the hills and near good fishing and hunting.
Write for particulars.
W. H. M c D o n a l d , Prop., Farmington, Me.
Via Ra n g e l e Y.
Kennebauo Lake House on the shore of Kennebago Lake. One o f the best, fishing sections.
Good fishing every day in the season. Excel
lent acconiuiodai ions Address,
R ich ardson Bros ., Proprietors,
Kennehago Maine.

Your obedient servant,
L. T. C arleton ,
Chairman.”

AS I HAVE KNOWN THEM

H a in e s L a n d i n g , M e .

MooseiookmeganticHonse
offers excellent accom 
modations to sportsmen.
It is in <lose proxim ity
to the best fishing the
lake offers No hay fe 
ver. Address from Nov.
until May ,T h e o . L. P a g e
Prop, Senate Cafe, Wash
ington, D. C. After May
1, Haines, Landing, Me.J

A t F a r m in g t o n .

photographs by the author.

of nucussion on which people have dif
views and probably will have for
years to come.
Phillips,

WOODS,

By Ca p t . F . C

B ark e r .

A book of woodcraft, camp life,

Sportsm an’s

logging, river driving, guiding and
a general description of life b y water
and in the woods.

T his volumn is

finely

by

illustrated

from life.

photographs

It contains much quant

Inform ation....
Free
M A I N E ’S

information

concerning

H U N T I N G and F ISH 

humor as well as a vast amount of I N G R E G I O N S ; descriptive circu
entertaining information and many lars of hotels, camps
good stories.

and summer

reports of all kinds, time-tables, U»t

P rice $ i . io postpaid or with M a in * of guides, etc., can be obtained free

W oods

i

year, $1.75.

Address

Dy addressing

D e a d R i v e r R egion .

The Hew Shaw House, Eustis, Maine, a mod
ern hotel and open t" sportsmen. No better
banting anywhere. There are about 40 rooms
Correspondence solicited.
A . B. Sa r g e n t , Eustis, Maine.

M A IN E W O O D S,

Phillips,

-

M aine Woods Information Bureaa,

Maine.

Phillips. Maine.

